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Record turnout at Valley’s ANZAC Day commemoration service
This year we again commemorated the
special National day with reverence at
the Memorial Service and the March
and celebrated the ‘Spirit of Anzac’.
The Committee was delighted with the
attendance and the enthusiasm for this
event and every year we welcome more
people, many from other towns and
visitors from other countries.
The Veterans are still keeping up with the
spirited music and the children look so proud
marching and waving their flags and some
wearing family service medals.
The service is always emotional and the
thoughts and prayers of the guest speakers add
deep meaning to the proceedings, as does the
laying of the beautiful wreaths so lovingly
made.
John Walker reminded us of the personal
contribution and sacrifices made by
young men from the Valley in the 1st and 2nd
Word Wars and hoped that as a
community we would always remember and

honour them.
Thank you John for your heart-felt sentiments..
Our thanks to Ben Stapleton and Sam Fritz, for
their services as Flag Monitor and Bugler, and
to Julie Norris and Lance Brown for leading the
singing.
HMAS ‘Albatross’, who performed the Colour
Party duties proudly led the parade with our
own resplendent Keith Englesman and the three
flags were carried by Bryce Rutherford, Justin
Wilson and Mikaela Smith.
Thank you for a job well done.
The school children are a vital part of our
march and service and congratulations to
Campbell Harvey for his rendition of the ‘Ode’
and to Lauren O’Connor for her moving
presentation of the poem ‘Sir’.
Elise Selby was magnificent on her charger, this
year accompanied by Alison Lamond.
Our thanks to them both and to John Keats for
the loan of his horses.
A welcome addition to our Ceremony this year
was the choral work from the Students.
(Continued on page 3)

From left: Doris Good, Doris Blinman and
John Walker all played an important part in
this year’s again profoundly moving ANZAC
ceremony and march which are such an
important component of the community
involvement and spirit of the valley.
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One of the great things about being involved
in the production of the Voice each month, is
that there is always a difference, in content
and in opinion.
The focus in this issue is clearly highlighted by
another stirring and moving ANZAC Day
Commemoration service and march, where the
community in large numbers, share reflection,
pride and enjoyment in the occasion.
Not to glorify war, but rather to give thanks and
recognition to those who were sacrificed (in
often an indefensible manner), to protect this
and other countries, from the onslaught of
totalitarian and fascist regimes, driven by
megalomaniacs who convinced (or frightened)
enough people to give them the power to take
on the world.
Our ANZAC Day Committee are to be
commended for the initiation of the project
some years ago and the effort they put in each
year to keep the flame of remembrance alive.
Last month we covered the public appeals to
assist Harrison Reid and Ellie Royal who have
the opportunity to travel to the other side of the
world, as participants in varied activities but
also representing the town where they live.
It is pleasing to receive news of the success
already for these worthy projects and hear of
other activities being planned to help our young
ambassadors in their pursuits.
It is also pleasing to see the stimulus given to
the cultural side of our corner of the world, with
the return of the Song Company, the recital to
be performed by the ANU Orchestra at
Glengarry, the first few faltering steps of our
own Folk Festival and the general run of
community activities and events.
The KV Rural Fire Service received a boost to
their funds of more than $4000 and if you
please take time to read the unusually detailed
report this month (begins page 23) you will
surely agree that such support is well directed
and vital for the safety of this community.
These guys (and gals) are true heroes in our
midst and together with the Lions Club are
motivated by concern for the welfare of others.
Where would we be without groups like these
and those who put their efforts in to pre school,
school, church and welfare groups, which hold

the fabric of this community and the wider
world together, by their selfless devotion to
the cause?
The case of the Valley Club (aka as the
Kangaroo Valley Bowling and Recreation
Club) and the financial woes (see page 3)
which beset it at this point in time, is another
issue altogether.
Even non-members of the club should be
interested in its future and welfare, attracting
and catering as it does to many tourists and
sporting groups, who visit the spectacular
location on Marshall and Quirk Streets.
Kangaroo Valley’s switch from dairying and
agricultural pursuits, has developed a growing
tourism industry, that is itself not isolated
from competition and the whims and fancies
of Australian and overseas visitors.
There are 900 tourist beds available in the
Valley each night at the moment and that
number will increase with expansion of the
Country and Golf Resort and other projects
on Mt Scanzi Road, so the club is essential.
The potential loss of the long established
bowling and recreation centre would be a
severe blow to the still fledgling tourist
market, that needs such facilities to attract
and cater for their many clients.
It would be fair to predict that if the “Bowlo”
goes, it is unlikely another operation will rise
in its place.
Clearly the Board of Directors will analyse
the members feedback and conduct in depth
enquiries themselves about the alternatives
available, before presenting their considered
option to the members at the meeting, but it
would appear they are not spoiled for choice.
They can address the question of operating
costs as a priority (losing $20,000 on a
turnover of $20,000 in a single month must be
closely analysed), they can undertake a
membership drive and attempt to increase
trading and profit levels, (but these of their
nature take time to become effective), they
could investigate a new company structure,
they can opt for redevelopment, relocation or
surrendering the assets to another entity, but
the one thing the members and the board
cannot do—is nothing.
Carl Leddy

The Editor

Letters to the Editor
All letters must be signed by
the writer and give both
business and home phone
numbers so letters can be
verified.
Mail to :
The Editor
c/o Post Office
Kangaroo Valley. 2577

No “Brown Shirts “ here!
I am concerned to read the letter to the
editor in the April issue of Voice titled
"Not a Nice Picture", claiming Kangaroo
Valley has a "little band of Brown Shirts"
developing!
Am I correct in saying that if this
(Continued on page 4)
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ANZAC Day Service well attended
(Continued from page 1)

Led by the sweet voices of Katie and Jennifer
Williams, Elise Selby, Lauren O’Connor, and
Rebekah Radic, the haunting words of the song
‘Lest We forget’ were a fitting conclusion to
this solemn occasion.
The Family Day at Osborne Park after the
ceremony was well attended, for the children
and their families were eager to see the display
of work for the ANZAC competition and
applaud the prize winners.
Ice creams and drinks came first ….thank you
to Paul Mulready from the ‘Friendly Inn’ for
these donations, and to the Lions Club and
CWA who provide a much appreciated sausage
sizzle, cuppa and anzac biscuits.
This fine effort from these members of our
Community, not only physically sustain us on
the day but assist the ANZAC Committee with
funds for prizes for the following year. Thank
you for the generous support for the Raffle, and
to the ticket sellers, Tania Roach, Rebekah
Radic and Katie and JenniferWilliams.
Each year the Committee awards every student
at the school, a special commemorative gold
coin, and provides flags and book prizes for the
Essay Competitions.
We receive no help from the RSL, so rely on
community support.
The winner of the Raffle this year was Mark
Thomas.
Besides the book prizes there were family
passes for tourist attractions both in this area
and Sydney, so the winners can share with
others, in true Anzac spirit.
We are grateful for all this generous support
and to Keith Learn, Barbara and Gerard Volk
and HMAS ‘Albatross’ for their welcome

donations.
Without the able help of
Martin Barclay the high
standard of the formal
part of the Ceremony
would not be easy, our
sincere thanks for his
time and effort.
Again we were supported
by the Ambulance, Police
and Fire Brigade, the KV.
‘VOICE’ and Jacqui
Lenz, who every year so
willingly assist with the
preparations and events
on the day.
Thank you all very much.
The standard of the
Essays for the ANZAC
competition was very
commendable and a credit
to the students and the
devotion of Mark
McCarthy and the
teachers who ensure that
The Kangaroo Valley School Choral Quintet perform
all children recognise the
“Lest we forget” a new highlight in the commemoration service.
significance of this day
and present their best
The winners names are listed elsewhere in the
work.
VOICE….Well done, and thank you to all the
Judging is never an easy task and the
children who spent time and effort on their
Committee are grateful to those members of the
entries.
community who helped with this.
In conclusion , the Committee would like the
The winning efforts in each class will be taken
Community to know how much their support is
to Canberra by Joanna Gash and read
appreciated and to thank you all for the kind
at a sitting of the House of Representatives and
words on the organising and presentation of
of course entered into the Hansard of that day.
what, for us all, is a very special day.
The school students are very proud of this extra
Gordon and Barbara Douglass and Joan Bray
appreciation of their work.

The Valley Club walking a financial tightrope
attending to commit to actually accepting
responsibility, either as a project manager or to
offer themselves for election and to serve on the
board of the club.
The meetings also revealed a fairly clear schism
between those who want minor changes to the
As reported in last month’s Voice, the Club is
operations of the club, in the hope that this will
continuing to incur operating losses in the
be enough to turn the ship around and those
2005/6 financial year, with the major
who see some of the proposals as merely
contributor claimed by the board to be a
tinkering at the edges and not facing up to the
significant downturn in revenues received from
fact that only a drastic rearrangement of
the Club’s poker machines.
priorities and a new and vital business plan with
A Director confirmed at one of the informal
the resources and genuine commitment to make
meetings, that the Club has not achieved an
it work, is a better way forward.
operating surplus since January 2005.
This is line with Directors opinion that “in
Obviously serious measures to redress that
consultation with Booth Partners (the Club’s
situation are called for and as matter of
auditors) and the National Australia Bank (the
urgency.
Club’s bankers), we have concluded that to
There have been two informal meetings held as
secure the long term viability of the Club, the
scheduled, chaired by Derek Lucas, to lay on
solution lies in converting the major asset of the
the table, the continuing problems facing the
Club (i.e its real estate) into incoming cashclub, in order for all members to have an
flow for the Club, either by earning rental
opportunity to participate and put forward ideas
income or through prudent (and permanent)
in open discussion, outside the legal restraints
investment of the proceeds of the sale of some
of an official meeting.
of the real estate”.
The informal gatherings have been productive
The Board, has prepared an Expressions of
of many ideas, complaints and comments, but
Interest document, which will be used as a
not such a overwhelming indication from those
discussion paper (under cover of an appropriate

A Special General Meeting of the
Kangaroo Valley Bowling and
Recreation Club, originally called for
Saturday April 29, has been deferred to
Saturday May 13.

draft resolution for approval by members) at the
Special General Meeting of Members.
Subject to approval of the resolution at the
meeting by members, property developers will
be formally invited to make submissions to the
Club on redevelopment of the property, but it is
known at this stage that there are several groups
who, in informal discussions, have already
indicated their interest in a redevelopment.
The Board has claimed it wants a consultative
approach to tackle the issue, but if the evidence
from the informal meetings is a guide, there is
likely to be entrenched opposition from the
“ostriches” who with their heads in the sand
believe that some magic wand can be used to
address the clubs endemic problem of lack of
profitability and those who recognise the stark
reality, that the club is so close to the legal
borderline of trading while not being solvent,
that the issue has become critical and requires
bold decisive action to get out of the hole.
The bank holds the cards and without positive
steps by the members to face up to the situation
and provide the under-manned board with their
support, then an extremely valuable asset of the
valley, could be broken up, lost or fall into the
hands of others by default.
Carl Leddy
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violence and terroristic methods.
Does any resident of this town deserve to be
labelled a "Brown Shirt"?
(Continued from page 2)
I think not!
"anonymous" writer has witnessed such
Regards
behaviour, would it not be wise to report
C. Bowers
this information directly to the local police

More letters to the Editor

for proper investigation, rather than
asking our local community to become
judge and jury about what "may" or "may
not" have happened to an unnamed
"slightly different from the norm" (as
appears in April Voice) person!
I believe everyone, including slightly different
persons and the so called louts of this
community have a right to be innocent until
proven guilty, without being publicly accused.
If "anonymous" has witnessed such behaviour,
by now I expect you have reported this
information to the police, otherwise if
"anonymous" has found out this information via
the local grapevine gossip column, then maybe
you should be ashamed of yourself for being so
brazen about spreading the local gossip in such
manner.
I'm quite sure that if the police felt it necessary
to issue a statement to the public urging them to
be aware of this situation, they would do so in
the correct manner.
I do commend "anonymous" for showing
concern about the welfare of a member of our
community, as Kangaroo Valley is a
community with great ability to support those in
need.
I also agree with "anonymous" that nobody
deserves to be victimised, whatever background
they may have.
As a resident and parent, I most definitely
would report any activities of criminal
behaviour to the police for investigation.
I would however, draw the line at publicly
labelling community members "Brown Shirts",
"Hooligans" and "Louts"
Just for the record, I have never witnessed
behaviour within out contmunity that warrants
anyone being labelled a "Brown Shirt".
The Nazi Brown Shirts were devoted German
followers of Hitler, that were notorious for their

The Editor

Please accept our thanks
We would like to thank all the Valley people
for their kind thoughts, cards and flowers after
the sudden death of Elizabeth Granger.
Your support has been invaluable at this sad
time and has helped all our family to cope with
our loss.
Wendy and Julie Norris
The Editor

Support so much appreciated
On behalf of Midge Hebbes and myself, I
would like to thank all the local businesses who
so generously donated gifts for our “Chocolate
Wheel” which allowed us to earn $400 for the
KV Volunteer Bush Fire Fighters.
It was a very worthy cause we thought and this
was reflected by the business people of the
town.
Tania Roach

Page 4
The Editor

A fresh point of view.
My niece Eliza Fox, from Cromer in Sydney,
spent some of the holidays with me, here in the
valley.
Eliza (11 years old) wrote this lovely little
'poem', using the letters of KANGAROO
VALLEY for inspiration.

Kind people
Adventures all the time
Nice and peaceful
Great weather
Amazing views
Respectful and calm animals
Outgoing creatures
Out and about all the time
Views that will blow your mind
Animals of all types
Lovely Kangaroos
Long goannas
Excellent shops
Yeah, we`re at Kangaroo Valley

The Editor

MISSING! MISSING! MISSING!
Last seen at the Kangaroo Valley Show ONE DARK BLUE AND GOLD LETTERED
CWA BANNER.
The members of the Kangaroo Valley branch of
the CWA are desperate to locate this banner.
If you have seen it please contact Pauline Miller
on 44651 712, or if you have it please leave the
banner at the Kangaroo Valley Newsagent.
Thank you.
Heather Kelly

The return
of The Song Company!
following their magnificent concert last year,
this internationally-known vocal ensemble
returns to Kangaroo Valley with its program

"Drawing Breath"
7.30 pm Sat June 3, 2006 Kangaroo Valley Hall

tickets - $30, $20 (concession) available from Kangaroo Valley Newsagency
presented by the Kangaroo Valley-Remexio Partnership

I thought others might appreciate the
sentiments.
Marie Fox
The Editor

Glossy Aquifer brochure answers
none of the questions
The Iemma Government is using taxpayers
money to fund a glossy piece of propaganda
trying to save Matt Brown’s Parliamentary job,
and justify an apparent ”fait accompli” on
sucking billions of litres of water from the
Highlands aquifer to feed Sydney’s water
needs.
Premier Iemma has snubbed locals concerned
about the issue because he has to date refused to
answer my letter sent after the 200-strong
Robertson protest meeting which unanimously
rejected the aquifer plans on the basis the
government had insufficient science on which
to base a decision.
The brochure has been landing in thousands of
local letterboxes, trying to give the impression
that there is nothing to fear in the Government’s
aquifer plans.
This is a highly misleading document.
None of the substantive issues raised by 200
people who attended the aquifer meeting at
Robertson have been properly addressed, and
none of the genuine questions answered.
Matt Brown is clearly out of his depth, as the
Premier has so far refused to answer the letter I
was commissioned by the meeting attendees to
send to the Premier seeking answers, and Mr
(Continued on page 30)
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Kangaroo Valley Folk Festival planned for September
Kangaroo Valley will also be utilised for music
and dance sessions and small events.
Buskers will also be out along the main street.
Emphasis will obviously go to those suitable
locations that show an active interest and are
willing in some way to become involved.
It is anticipated that we will offer a shuttle
transport service to move visitors from one end
of the town to the other.
Our Mission is to provide a safe, enjoyable
This has provided a window of opportunity for environment for Folk Music enthusiasts in the
most beautiful valley in the country and build a
Kangaroo Valley to fill the void and a small
group of enthusiasts has started the preparations platform for future events.
to hold the Kangaroo Valley Folk Festival from Our aim is to leave no adverse effect on our
natural environment and to provide a financial
September 8 –10, 2006.
Finalised details will be produced in May after boost to local businesses to assist their viability
and as a consequence, provide an improved
the Committee produces a Business Plan to
amenity for Valley residents.
ensure the whole event is financially viable.
We wish to showcase a diverse range of Folk
We already have the support of the Kangaroo
Music and Dance, plus many of the associated
Valley Tourist Association, Shoalhaven
crafts and skills, with a strong emphasis on
Council and a major local sponsor.
local talent wherever possible.
Planning is being based upon a conservative
We plan to cover all costs for the event through
estimate of 1500 visitors, many of whom will
sponsorships and ticket sales and any surplus
stay for two days.
would go back into funds available for the 2007
The Council has already committed to assist
with some of the logistics and has provided the Festival.
So, I’m sure you are all asking yourselves, “
assistance of their resident Events Manager to
How can I help?”
help wherever possible.
We would hope that everybody that will derive
The Public Liability Insurance issue has been
some benefit out of so many visitors would put
resolved and should not cause a problem.
their names forward to either help with the
The prime location for the Festival will be the
immediate planning, or sponsor a volunteer to
Showground and we anticipate the use of
assist at the event itself.
marquees, plus the Village Hall.
If you have particular skills or would be
Other venues, including cafes, around

Apart from the Annual Show, Kangaroo
Valley does not have a major event to
attract tourism and provide an outlet for
musicians, artisans and general music
lovers.
The Jamberoo Folk Festival was quite
close geographically to Kangaroo Valley
but it has now been moved to a different
location and date.

prepared to sponsor somebody with skills,
please contact us through PO Box 6274 in K.V.
email us on kvfolk@shoalhaven.net.au. or ring
me on 4465 2001.
If you have no idea how you can help, just
contact us anyway and there is certain to be
something on our long list of jobs that you are
able to do.
We will be needing as many people as possible
with skills like:- sound and lighting engineers,
electricians, local musicians and music crafts
people, stall holders, M.C’s, as well as lifters
and carriers to get everything into place.
Everybody that has heard about the Folk
Festival has applauded the idea and thinks it
will be good for the Village.
It should be pointed out however, that it is not
likely to go ahead if the Committee receives
The First placegetters will have their work read just moral support.
in Federal Parliament by Joanna Gash and
We need active involvement.
entered into the Hansard Records for that day.
I look forward to telling you more in May and
We have not heard of any other school that has confirming that everything is in place for us to
this privilege, so we are justifiably proud of the go ahead.
Ken Novich
students at Kangaroo Valley Primary School.
on behalf of the
Joan Bray
Kangaroo Valley Folk Festival Committee.

ANZAC awards for 2006
Again the standard was extremely high
and the judges had no easy task to
decide on the winners
They are :
KINDERGARTEN ?.Lily Stirling, Daisy OkeTurner
YEAR 1 .Jaxon Boyle, Erin Hindman, Josuah
Styles
YEAR 2 Jacob Radic, Sally Pritchard, Candice
Mc Gregor
YEAR 3 Michael Eccles, Anton Fischer,
Patrick O’Connor
YEAR 4..Aoife Mc Donald, Cameron Leslie,
Max Warren
YEAR 5..Dyami Kirwan, Eloise Mounsey,
Katie Williams
YEAR 6.Rebekah Radic, Mikaela Smith,
Lauren O?Connor, Alex Good
Well done all boys and girls.

For Valley Voice
advertising

The Upper River Progress Assoc. has run a film society for many years.
It now presents the latest offering Errol Flynn in the Sea Hawk.
The film is a fund raiser for the K.V. School and Upper River Hall.
The film is one of the greatest swashbuckling pirate adventures ever made.
Everyone welcome, please come.

A Swashbuckling Adventure!
Fun for children of all ages.
Plus 2 cartoons!

Upper Kangaroo River Hall
Inquiries

Hugh 44951211 David 44651364

Saturday the 20th May 6.30

Please call
44 651 756

Proceeds to K.V school and Upper River Hall
$5 entry $ 20 per family

Hot chocolate and popcorn on sale
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Country Womens
Association
Kangaroo Valley Branch

Busy, busy, busy!!!
CWA members have been busy with
baking Anzac biscuits for the Anzac Day
Morning Tea, learning new crafts.
One member in particular who has been very
busy is Gwen Nelson with her embroidery.
Gwen started her embroidery when she was just
seven years old.
Her work delights all who sees it including
judges.
Gwen enjoys entering her embroidery in
Agricultural Shows.
In 2005 Gwen won the ribbon for outstanding
exhibit in the Nowra Show, then in 2006 at the
Goulburn Show 1st and 2nd with Duchess sets,
1st with Table Centre and Champion exhibit
and Grand Chanpion Exhibit.
Kangaroo Valley Show four firsts and four
seconds.
Well done Gwen!
Gwen joined Kangaroo Valley CWA in 1967
being President, International Officer and has
been Branch Secretary for 22 years.
The 6 June CWA meeting will commence with
craft at 10 am followed by the Mid-day
Speaker, Jo Keanne formerly of Village Green
Nursery who will speak on her walk around the
Valley rim - ‘PLACES NEVER SEEN’.
This is a speaker who should not be missed.
How many people do you know who have
made this walk?
The invitation is opened to all to come and hear
more about our wonderful Valley at no charge.
Heather Kelly

Picture shows Gwen Nelson with a few of the ribbons won for her exquisite embroidery

Unique Event - Chamber Orchestra to perform in Kangaroo Valley
The Kangaroo Valley Arts Festival Committee is pleased to announce a
performance of the highly acclaimed ANU Chamber Orchestra in Kangaroo
Valley in June – at The Scots College, Glengarry.

As a lead-up to the three day arts festival
planned for April 2007 and outlined in last
month’s Voice, KVAF committee has
organised a concert of chamber music for
Sunday afternoon, 25 June at the Kangaroo
Valley campus of The Scots College,
Sports groups and community
Glengarry, on Jack’s Corner Rd.
associations are invited to submit news We have been fortunate to secure a
of their activities and events to the
performance by the Australian National
Kangaroo Valley Voice for publication University Chamber Orchestra (ANUCO),
(pictured) an acclaimed orchestra based in
email to kvvoice@shoal.net.au
Canberra consisting of around 22 players.
It is believed that never before has an orchestra
May I help?
played in the Valley and this promises to be an
outstanding occasion.
We are also fortunate to have been offered the
use of Glengarry for this concert – it is the
largest venue available in Kangaroo Valley and

As your Federal member, it is my role to
facilitate and assist you and your family
with any concerns you might have.
My office is located at 24 Berry Street,
Nowra and is open from 8 am to 6 pm
Monday to Friday or you can contact me on
4423 1782 or toll free on 1300 301 790
I regularly visit Kangaroo Valley
and am more than happy to call or visit
you if you cannot get to my office.

Joanna Gash MP
Federal Member for Gilmore

will also feature in the festival itself in 2007.
There will be a varied program of classical
works to be described in detail in next month’s
Voice, but it will encompass music rich in
diversity and creativity and will showcase the
extraordinary talent of the staff and the students
of the ANU School of Music.
It will include a world premiere of a new work
"Concertino" written especially for this
orchestra, the hauntingly beautiful "Tabula
Rasa" by Estonian composer Arvo Pärt, and the
popular Introduction and allegro by Elgar.
All lovers of fine music are advised to claim the
date in their diaries now and plan to enjoy some
of the finest string orchestra music performed
by some of the best young musicians in
Australia.
Mike Penfold
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Stunning Kangaroo Valley debut produces an encore event
Guest columnist, Martin Wesley-Smith
writes about The Song Company, which
will give a return concert in Kangaroo
Valley on Saturday June 3.
The Song Company is one of the world's
finest vocal ensembles.
But don't take just my word for it: "ravishing
sound ... perfect intonation" (Frankfurter
Allgemeine) is typical of the praise the group
receives internationally.
More: "excellently at home in all
styles" (Wiesbadener Tagblatt); “phenomenal –
how one would wish for such an ensemble in
Canada” (The Alberta Music and Arts Review
(Canada)); and “utter bliss” (Politiken
(Denmark)).
I've travelled with them overseas and seen the
rapt attention and enthusiastic applause given
them by audiences in Belgium, Holland and
Malaysia.
And I've seen the same here in Kangaroo
Valley - at last year's concert by this "fantastic
vocal ensemble" (Rheingau Echo).
The Song Company excels at early music
(motets, madrigals etc) and contemporary
music.
Their huge and varied repertoire also extends to
close harmony arrangements of popular songs
from all ages.
In their program "Drawing Breath", which they
will perform here on June 3, songs by Kate
Bush, Pink Floyd, Jean-Michel Jarre and others
sit comfortably alongside chants by Hildegard,
madrigals by Monteverdi and motets by
Machaut.
There are old Chinese and English drinking
songs, too, and some songs by Australian
composers.
Together they "trace the range of human breath,
from the first slap of new-born life to the
amorous yearnings of youth, all the way to the
final death rattle".
According to Musical Director Roland
Peelman, "Drawing Breath" is one of The Song
Company's most playful and eclectic programs
ever.
I first worked with The Song Company more
than twenty years ago when they performed a

A humourous solution
This joke contains a clever strategy for
resolving ambiguous situations.
It comes from the website of local
comedian Anthony Ackroyd at
www.anthonyackroyd.com
Mrs. D'Angelo comes to visit her son Gerry for
dinner.
Gerry lives with a female roommate, Maria.
During the course of the meal, Mama can't help
but notice how pretty Gerry's roommate is.
She has long been suspicious of the relationship
between the two, and this has made her more
curious.
Over the course of the evening, while watching
(Continued on page 30)

piece I'd composed as a student.
Charles Colman was the musical director back
then. Roland Peelman took over in the early
90s, taking the group to new heights.
He was partly responsible for Peter and me
writing "Quito", the audio-visual choral piece
that The Song Company performed in that
memorable concert last year (initially an opera
sort of thing,
"Quito"
morphed into a
radiophonic
piece before
arriving at its
final version).
And he goaded
me into
arranging
many
children's
songs and
other pieces
for the group
to sing in their
Director Roland Peelman

many schools concerts.
They are a dream group for a composer to write
for!
They might complain at first (well, they're
singers, after all), but they do the job with great
verve, accuracy and, when required, humour.
"Drawing Breath" includes one of Peter's and
my songs, "Freddie the Fish":
Said Freddie the Fish "Were I granted a wish I
would make an official decree: 'I don’t swim in
your closet, so please don’t deposit your
entreated sewage on me'".
The members of the group had such a good
time here last year (superb accommodation and
a most-appreciative audience) that they were
very keen to come back.
Members of the Kangaroo Valley-Remexio
Partnership were even keener to host them,
especially as some of the proceeds will be used
to help fund scholarships for students in East
Timor.

Don't miss out!
Tickets (available from the Kangaroo
Valley Newsagency) are selling fast.
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Following our recent annual elections,
Lorraine Mairinger will be President of
Kangaroo Valley Lions Club, Shauna
Broad, Treasurer, and Lyn Mylius
Service Director, for the year
commencing 1 July 2006.
Tony Barnett will remain Secretary

BandChampionship in Scotland).
Both Shoalhaven City Council and the
Osborne Park Management Committee
have favoured the acquisition of new
sound and lighting systems for Kangaroo
Valley Hall, but neither has the necessary
funds.
Thanks to a very generous donation
received from a local community member,
Lions is now able to purchase these
improvements, for the benefit of the many
community groups which use the hall.

Donations

Late news

Leonine News
Election results

All money raised by Lions is applied to
community projects, local, Australian and
world-wide.
The Club has recently been able to make
substantial donations to:
!!!!!Lions’ Cyclone Larry Disaster
Relief Fund
!!!!!Lions’ Spinal Cord Fellowship
(from profits made at the KV
Show kiosk)
!!!!!Kangaroo Valley A & H
Association (from the same
source)
!!!!!Children’s Cancer Research (from
profits made at the Easter
weekend BBQ)
!!!!!Lions Hearing Dogs
!!!!!!!! ! !!! Felix Nelson (to assist with his
going to the World Pipe
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Community Corner
Kangaroo Valley
Garden Group
At the end of March the Garden Group
was invited to tour Adrian Haar’s
wonderful garden in Brogers Creek
Road.
This was a delightful treat for those who
were able to come.

Adrian generously led us around the site
enclosed with a stone wall and then let us
No, not “Stop Press”, but two items of
wander to our hearts’ content.
news from March for which there was not There were nooks and secret crannies with the
sounds of tinkling water, cool spots with
room in last month’s Leonine News:
conveniently placed chairs, open vistas when
!!!!! Hannah Reid, sponsored by
we turned corners and unusual plants that no
Kangaroo Valley Lions Club,
one could name – all heady stuff for garden
competed strongly in the
enthusiasts.
Regional Finals of Lions’ Youth We were greeted by shaggy cattle and joyful
of the Year Quest, in Bowral,
Irish wolf hounds and felt, for a short while, in
but was unfortunately pipped at a different world of exotic creatures.
the post by Belinda Miller of
We were so enthralled with Adrian’s design and
Chevalier College, sponsored by plans for future extensions that he invited us all
back in Springtime to enjoy the garden in
Mittagong Lions Club. Next
year’s Quest will begin, at Club another season.

level, in November, and we’ll be
calling for local contestants
nearer then.
!!!!! This year it was Kangaroo
Valley’s turn to organise Lions’
annual “zone picnic” at Moss
Vale Showground. About 150
intellectually disabled people
attended, and had a very
enjoyable time. As usual, a vast
quantity of food was consumed,
and many of our guests danced
to the live (and lively) music
provided.
Tony Barnett

PETA SEATON, M.P.
MEMBER
FOR
SOUTHERN
HIGHLANDS

CAN I HELP YOU?
With any State issue including:
Schools, law and order, health, environment.
Contact my office on
Tel: 4861 3623 Fax: 4861 3546

Peta Seaton, MP
Member
for Southern Highlands

Rapt attention on a learning curve

ADFAS next lecture
The next meeting of Adfas Shoalhaven will be
held at the Berry School of Arts on Thursday
11th May, commencing at 7.30 p.m.
The subject
Edward Lear's Paintings and Watercolours.
1812 - 88.
Best known as a humourist, Lear was also a
landscape artist, ornithological illustrator,
musician and travel writer who travelled
extensively over 50 years.
The lecture will be given by Miss Ann
Clements, BA, FRSA, NADFAS
Ann Clements has a degree in History of Art
and English from the University of Manchester.
She has wide experience lecturing both in the
UK and abroad.
Earlier work included cataloguing English
watercolours and drawings for the Whitworth
Art Gallery, Manchester, research for the Paul
MellonFoundation and university lecturing.
She and her husband Roger Sceats are keen
travellers.
They have three children, one with an
Australian Fiancée.
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Are pathways a waste of money?
In July 2004, 500 households in
Kangaroo Valley were surveyed on the
need for more pathways in Kangaroo
Valley.
A very strong response was obtained and
based on that survey four priorities for
pathways were set:
1)

Hampden Bridge to Upper River
Road - servicing Bendeela Road and
Upper River Road.
2) Showgrounds to Nugents Creek
Road - servicing Jarretts Lane and
Nugents Creek Road.
3) Upper River Road to Grahams Road.
4) Nugents Creek Road to Kangaroo
Valley Rd
The completion of this 5.5 km shared cycleway/
footpath has been estimated by Council to cost
$500,000.
Over the past two years the Pathways Action

Up and away
A night for Ellie Royal
In June, Ellie Royal is off to America for
an International Student Representative
Council Conference and a special event
has been organised in order to support
her representation at the conference.
The venue for this evening extravaganza of
entertainment will be the elegant and
eclectic Cafe Bella.
This one off occasion, is a fund raiser to help
with the costs to get Ellie to America and
obviously to bring her back again.
There will be a raffle drawn on the night with
three prizes donated by local artists,
A.F Fulgence, Tish Banks and Stuart Briggs.
There will be CD giveaways and great live
music.
Local musicians, Josh Gorman, Jeremey
Butterworth and Andy Gordon are to be joined
by Sydney musician Raoul Graf, for a night of
intimate acoustic music in a beautiful venue,
with great food, all promising a event which
really shouldn't be missed.

Tickets $35, includes two course meal.
BYOG
RSVP early to secure a table.
Bookings:
Katrina Endean or Andy Gordon
02 4465 1441

A night for
Ellie Royal
Date: 7 May 2006,
Time: 6:00 for 6:30 pm,
Venue: Cafe Bella
Bookings: 4465 1441

Group has approached Council for funding and
applied for various State and Federal Grants.
We have been ineligible for a number of Grants
because Council is not prepared to match State
or Federal money on a dollar for dollar basis.
It is vital that we convince Council that there is
a real need for more pathways in Kangaroo
Valley.
A recent NSW Department of Health study
found that 53% of people in the Shoalhaven
were overweight or obese.
We rank ninth worst in the State (refer the
South Coast Register 30/11/2005) Diabetes,
linked to obesity, has increased 300% in 10
years in NSW.
Heart disease, stroke and even Alzheimer’s
Disease are also linked to it.
We urgently need to change our lifestyle in the
areas of exercise and diet.
However, in Kangaroo Valley unless you can
drive a car to reach an area where it is safe to
exercise you are limited to approximately 1
kilometre of pathway.
Moss Vale Road is a major arterial road with an
average of 3000 vehicle movements a day and
is unsafe for pedestrian or bicycle movement.
We need to incorporate more exercise in our
normal daily routine.
It makes more sense to spend $500,000 now
and change our lifestyle than to do nothing and
spend millions of dollars in future health care
costs for heart disease, stroke and Alzheimer’s
care.

You could help by writing to:
The General Manager
SCC Draft Management Plan 2006-2007
PO Box 42
Nowra NSW 2541.

Before the end of May 2006!
Benefits that could be mentioned include:
" To enable our children to walk or cycle to
school

To enable people to ride or walk from
Kangaroo Valley Rd. to Grahams Rd. in
order to access local shops, the
Showgrounds, Swimming Pool and
Kangaroo River.
" To encourage good health and fitness
through walking or cycling.
" To increase social mingling through
increased pedestrian activities
" To access and enjoy the beauty of the
natural landscape by being able to access
tributary roads by foot or cycle.
" To widen the scope for tourist activities
such as exploring the natural Kangaroo
Valley surrounds. For example, accessing
bushwalking tracks, cycling (Cannon Ball
Run) or swimming in the River.
" To increase safety on Moss Vale Road
" To reduce car dependancy- particularly
important in reducing the social isolation
of young people and the elderly.
" To reduce health care costs in the medium
to long term
" To reduce motor vehicle costs in a time of
spiralling petrol prices.
Thank you in anticipation!
Bryan Barger – member of Kangaroo Valley
"

Coming soon to the Valley

Scrumpy Theatre
THE ANCESTRAL COCKATOO
~ & Friends
What a ceilidh, what a corroboree
JOHN CRICK—ECO ROCK
The wildlife of Aotearoa NZ comes to life.
Puppets and Song
Great family fare

Watch out for more details soon
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music is a big call.
What sort of material are
you going to play?
“Probably we’ll mostly
Local youth Josh Gorman will be
play pop-rock covers from the 70s and we’ll
playing with The Wedding Ringleaders at play some of our own stuff too, but our focus
the Winter Dance on June 10 this year. will be what people like to get up and dance
Kerrie Barnes asked Josh about how it
to”.
You realise that the audience is quite broad in
feels to be playing to his home town
ages. That’s not daunting?
audience.
“Not really. You can only do so much and hope
Just a year ago you attended the Jump on a
that as many people as possible have fun”.
Hump workshop and All-ages concert with
What’s your own passion in music?
Indent/Music NSW and The Camels.
Which way do you and the band want to go?
Now you’re looking at your first professional
“Songwriting for me is my main thing – what I
concert.
find the most exciting and challenging.
How do you feel?
That’s what I focus on in my own time.
“Excited. It should be fun. When you know
Obviously someone like Bob Dylan and The
everybody it makes it a lot less intimidating”.
Beatles are always a big influence”.
What did you learn from the music promotion
Karen Harrison is organising the Rock Wallaby
workshop last year?
“Quite a bit about preparing for a gig mainly. Youth Festival the following day sponsored by
They had a lot about gear and getting set up”. the Preschool.
Will you have any involvement in that?
Who are the Wedding Ringleaders?
“Yes definitely. I will be there helping out and
“Four guys who met in school. Michael
maybe getting up to do some music”.
Gwilliams playing guitar. Cal Calaghan also
Do Shoalhaven youth get much chance to
playing guitar and drums.
experience performing arts?
Steve Maloney playing base, and I play guitar
Karen’s planned a quite ambitious line-up.
and drums – we do a bit of swapping.
Are there any other opportunities to get to do
Cal and I do the vocals”.
this sort of stuff?
You’re writing your own music as well?
“There are - not so much in Kangaroo Valley.
Music, Lyrics?
“All of it, writing songs – sometimes writing as Perhaps more in Nowra and up in the
an individual and then and bringing it into the Highlands.
But it’s still hard anywhere outside a major city
group and working on it with everybody”.
for there to be a large amount of opportunity.
Cathy Gorman tells me that you’re really
We’ve played in pubs in the Highlands and we
serious about this, and you want to go
did a gig for youth week last year in Bowral.
professional.
They had a festival night”.
Are all the band of the same mind?
“Yes. At the moment everyone is pretty focussed What advice can you give young hopefuls in the
Illawarra wanting to make music or sing or
on that”.
You met in school but actually the band’s from perform?
“Just get out and do it as much as you can and
all over the Illawarra.
“We’ve got one from Bomaderry and two from don’t be afraid to talk to people.
You never know who somebody is or in what
up in the Highlands and me from Kangaroo
way they might be able to help you.
Valley”.
Everyone thought that the band was great at the It’s invaluable”.
All Ages concert last year, but three sets of
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Rock Wallaby Youth Festival

10 am – 4 pm
Sunday 11 June
at the KV Hall.
At $5 entry per single
or $15 for a family of four,
this is affordable fun!
For the very young there will be face
painting and henna tattooing, craft
activities, a jumping castle and roving
performers from Circus WOW at the
festival.
For older children and youths there’s also a
range of exciting workshops to choose from Koori art, African drumming and dance,
Bollywood dancing, belly-dancing, Grafitti art
and Flamenco.
The idea is that you pay for entry and from 1011 am you can sample the range of activities on
offer.
At 11 am you choose one workshop for a class.
The full programme will be on display around
town shortly.
There will then be performances by a
Bollywood troupe, Flamenco, African and
Belly dancers, an African drummer and a show
by Circus WOW.
At noon there’s a talent quest for school kids.
At 2 pm sit tight for The Battle of the Bands
where up to 8 bands of youths aged 12- 25
years contest for cash prizes and the chance to
make their own CD in a studio.
Our sausage sizzle, Chai tea and curry kiosk
will have refreshments on sale.
We hope to have modest showbags for the kids
available.
This festival is presented by the Preschool.
The focus here is really to give something back
to our community and provide the chance for
our youth to try out a range of creative
activities.
We will need 20 or so people to help us run the
day.
If you can lend a hand for even an hour or two,
please contact us or the Preschool –
Karen Harrison (4465 1699) or
Kerrie Barnes (4465 2003).

Cuppa & Kids Playgroup
meet at the
Anglican Church Hall
on Tuesdays at 10 am.
For more information
call
Jane Gripper
on 44652017
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Hearing the call for a home in the Valley
My guest this month is well known
personality Lindy Ross (known to a lot
of us as Lynne Darby!)
Nearly 20 years ago, she was captivated by
the Valley and decided to make her home
here with her four young children.
Since then she has helped many other families
respond to the beauty of the scenery and the
friendliness of the people, and acquire their own
‘special home’.
Back in 1988 there was no Real Estate business
in Kangaroo Valley and properties were sold
from either Nowra or Berry Agents.
Lindy’s parents, Noel and Ruth Ross were
already settled into the Community and they
and other local people helped her find a block
of land for sale, which is where she built her
first home.
The children attended the local school and they
and Lindy became very involved in Community
activities.
The friendliness was all embracing and the
social events inclusive of locals and
part- time residents.
Lindy recalls with pleasure the regular events at
Upper River Hall, where you could share stories
around the warmth of a 44 gallon drum fire
with the such a diverse cross section of society
that included an amazing mixture of
“locals” (some of them 80 years old and who
would never miss a “do” at the Upper River
Hall), with the more recent additions to the
Kangaroo Valley Community (which she
remembers once being referred to as the
“introduced species”!), as well as some high
society part-time residents from Sydney.
For this shy young mother it was a breath of
fresh air compared to the somewhat insular life
she had experienced within the western suburbs
of Sydney.
Coming to Kangaroo Valley also gave Lindy
the unexpected opportunity to expand her
horizons – with her appointment as an
administrative assistant with Elders Real Estate
only some eight weeks after she arrived (and
she thanks Margaret Barton and the jungle
drums of Kangaroo Valley for this).
We all know what has happened since.
Moving into sales in 1991, she has never looked
back – becoming a partner in the Berry Real
Estate & Properties group of Elders offices, and
now of course running her own real estate
business.
The knowledge she has acquired of the Valley
and its history in these years is vast.
Having struggled financially for years before
she arrived in Kangaroo Valley, she is justly
proud of her achievements – the opportunity
(which she stresses was given to her rather than
pursued!) has enabled her to provide an
education for her children as well as prove to
herself her own capabilities.
For the most part she has thoroughly enjoyed
her relationship with both owners and buyers.
She has enjoyed having (limited!) knowledge
on the rural aspects of real estate such as
pasture improvement, local crops, irrigations
licences etc; she has particularly enjoyed her
business relationship / friendships with local

farmers over the years ….. and the picture of
some of the “classic aussie” farmers, with their
arms folded, eyes downward and kicking the
dust with their boots while she is trying to
negotiate a sale with them still brings a smile to
her face!
She thinks back fondly to the real estate
business initially run from Ida Lidbetter’s old
house (now the Lolly Shop), and how life and
business was at a much slower pace.
She has over the years made many firm
friendships and the old Office was often a drop
in centre for happy part timers with a need to
catch up on the latest Valley news.
Lindy remembers that old house as being a
home away from home for her kids – they could
come down to the front gate of the school and
holler if they needed her any time of the day!
In those days, the buyers were also a different
vintage to nowadays - lots of philosophical
baby boomers with a dream to get their hands
dirty and commune with nature, so that by the
end of two hours of inspecting properties life
stories had been swapped, and there were
sometimes even hugs goodbye all round.
Not quite the story these days!
There were also more families moving to the
Valley in those days – and Lindy enjoyed more
than anything singing the praises of Kangaroo
Valley - her passion of the place could only be
infectious!
“Now, we are seeing more Sydneysiders
needing to escape from the stress of their
weekly commitments and enjoy the serenity of
this lovely part of the world, with probably 90%
of real estate sales being weekenders”.
While this has added to some parts of the
Valleys economy, with contractors and
restaurants, etc gaining considerably, Lindy is
sad at the effect this has had on the school
population and number of younger people, as
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Kangaroo Tales
By Joan Bray

the Valley has become too expensive for most
families.
As a woman in business, with inspections often
in isolated outlying areas, Lindy has never felt
threatened or ill at ease.
She does recall some amusing incidents though.
During one house inspection the vendor was
keen to be out of the way throughout the
(Continued on page 18)

Kangaroo Valley
Supermarket
4465 1512
Hello and welcome to the Valley!
We have the one-stop-shop for all your
everyday and weekend needs
Groceries
Specialty breads
Delicatessen
Frozen foods
Fresh fruit and vegetables DVD hire
Chemist lines
Video hire

Moss Vale Road Kangaroo Valley
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Keep trying to look at those moons!
Last Saturday a group of partygoers and I were
By Gerard Keyzer
able to see one of the moons disappear behind
the planet and also two dark cloud bands,
The clearer cooler nights have arrived and If you could switch the Sun off at that time of magnification was only 20x.
year you would see your star sign above your
as we look at the night sky few of us can
Most binoculars will give you 10x or 12x at
head during the day.
miss the Winter Milky Way as it wheels
least.
Meteor Shower.
overhead.
Telescope Tips.
The occultation of Antares may be a bit past
The passing weeks bring the centre of our your bedtime but something else is happening Don’t worry too much about high
magnification.
own galaxy directly above us.
for the early risers that will be well worthwhile.
Lots of lower quality telescopes are advertised
th
th
The constellations of Sagittarius (the Archer)
From about 19 of April to 28 May we pass
as having up to 600 power.
known, by many as “the Teapot, marks the
through the tail of Halley’s comet.
It is unusable.
centre.
This brings about a meteor “shower” that peaks
High magnification makes an unstable or
The ‘steam” from the teapot’s spout is obvious on the morning of 5th May. From about 3 am
to the naked eye and can be resolved very easily you may be able to witness up to 90 streaks per wobbling image or turbulent atmosphere appear
worse.
in binoculars into thousands of faint stars.
hour looking into the eastern sky.
You cannot increase the amount of light you are
Slightly to the south we find the great coat
Try not to stare and search with your eyes as
getting from an object so all you are doing is
hanger shape of Scorpius.
you will tire quickly, gaze at the sky with “soft
spreading it out and you often lose contrast as
This is one the few constellations that can be
eyes”.
easily recognised for what it is named after, it’s This meteor shower continues til dawn and may well.
You can work out the magnification you are
great hooked stinging tail and pinching claws
be seen on a number of mornings with varying
getting by dividing the focal length of your
are clearly outlined.
intensities.
telescope by the focal length of your eyepiece.
Before the constellation boundaries were
Meteors are small particles of space dust and
E-mail: gerardk@snoopashoal.com
“officially” in the early 1900’s, the claws of the debris that are swept up by the Earth’s
Clear Skies!
scorpion were often seen as the “Scales” of
atmosphere as we hurtle around the Sun.
Libra, the adjacent constellation to the north.
As they enter the atmosphere, friction heats
The throat of the Scorpion is marked by the
News from V.I.E.W.
them up and the gases they are passing through
orange/red giant star Antares (which means
ionise, or appear to catch flame.
Mars-like) which you may recall was
Mostly they burn up very quickly but if they are Hi there.
mentioned last month.
larger (tennis ball size, for example) they
A big thank to everybody who
Beg, borrow or steal a pair of binoculars to
appear as fireballs with long, phosphorescent
supported the clubs street stall held on
watch the full moon occult Antares about ten
tails.
th
8th April, and a special thank you to the
minutes after midnight on the 14 May (12:14 These tails can stretch a quarter of the way
th
owners of Loughmore Cottage for the
AM on the 15 to be politically correct).
across the sky and leave a lasting impression on
use of their garden, the stall was a huge
The Zodiac.
the atmosphere.
The twelve signs of the traditional “Western
If any part of a meteorite makes it to the ground success, with the proceeds going to the
Zodiac” lay along the path that the planets and intact it is a called a meteorite.
Smith Family Learning for Life
the Sun appear to take in their travels.
programme.
Comets.
You may have wondered why the constellation Sadly, the comet Schwassmann-Wachman 3 is THANK YOU.
named for your sign of the Zodiac appear to rise not brightening as fast as expected and you will The March outing to the Gerroa Fishermens
six months before your birthday, as Scorpius is need some dedication to find it.
Club was enjoyed by club members and their
rising in the early evening now, with most
partners.
This happens quite a bit as people may
“Scorpions being born around November.
The day was topped off by a visit to Lee
remember when Halley’s comet seemed to be
This is because the sign you are born under is
Weekes’s home, where we enjoyed both the
such a fizzer in 1986. (Some of us can
the part of the sky where the Sun “resides” at
stunning view and a great afternoon tea.
remember anyway).
the time of your birthday.
Our speakers continue to be both interesting
The almanac Astronomy 2006 shows a finder
and informative and our speaker programme for
chart on P39 and you can look up data on the
the next few months follows;
Internet by typing in Elements and
12th May Karen Richardson on the Learning
Ephemerides Observable Comets, which will
for Life Programme.
help.
9th June Libby Turnock on the latest news on
It is quite low in the northern sky so a low
East Timor and K.V.'s sister village Rexemio.
northern horizon would help.
The brightest fragment of this comet, which has 14th July Carleen Maley on new ideas and
broken apart, appears like a traffic safety cone. outlooks for VIEW clubs in Australia
11th August Rosemary Stanton on the latest
I have included my e-mail address below for
advances in health and nutrition and how they
anyone who wants a bit of help tracking it
down, but I haven’t seen it myself as this goes affect us.
We always welcome visitors to any of our club
to print.
meetings, which are held at the Source at
While Saturn is heading west in the early
evening, Jupiter is dominating the eastern sky Kangaroo, on the 2nd Friday of each month.
For more information or to book for lunch
and by midnight is directly overhead, shining
please ring Betty Allan 4465 1154
like a searchlight.

Star struck

For Advertising in the Valley Voice
Please call

4465 1756
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Bushwalkers enjoy rare pleasures
A beautiful April morning brought out 17
members of the Bushwalking group keen
to enjoy the spectacular scenery of
Bundanoon and the Morton National
Park.
As usual we met at the KV nursery and carpooled up to Bundanoon.
The lure of the Bundanoon markets was very
strong but we persevered with our original quest
and headed off to the Tooths Lookout Car Park
for the start of our descent to Fairy Bower Falls
and the Amphitheatre.
A few knees started complaining at the steepness
of the grade, but their owners felt more than
compensated by the views of the imposing
escarpment and the valley far below.
The debris caused by an obviously very recent
rockslide simply created a few more obstacles to
clamber over and around, but made us very
thankful that we hadn’t been around when that
enormous rock came hurtling down.
No one complained when the path flattened out
and eventually brought us to the Falls.
They are almost hidden in a glen in the
escarpment.
The steep rock walls deaden the sound and you
do not see them until you round a corner and are
immediately upon them.
The beauty of the falls and the lushness of the

surrounding vegetation make them a wonderful
place to stop for some morning tea.
We followed the track on through some of the
densest growths of tree ferns most of us have
seen.
Their fronds rose above us and presented an
almost impenetrable barrier on either side of the
track.
The stark grandeur of the towering cliffs and the
green lushness of the tree ferns was an incredible
contrast.

Fortunately the climb out of the valley wasn’t
nearly as steep as the descent had been and
we continued the walk along Riverview Road,
where in complete contrast to the previous
few hours we were gazing on beautiful
pastoral scenes.
We relaxed with a picnic lunch in the picnic
grounds, after which a few stalwarts did
another short walk down to the mines.
One of the great things about this area for
walking is that there are many tracks of
varying grades and lengths so you can pick
ones that suit your abilities.

It was a day of great walking and camaraderie.
On our walks we look after slower members of
the group so that they don’t get too far behind.
The walks are listed on the Community Notice
Board outside the post office, with their degree
of difficulty and the approximate length of
time.
It is always a great day and we encourage
anyone who just enjoys being outdoors in our
wonderful surroundings to check the notice
board and meet at the nursery at 8:00 am for
any walk they think they would enjoy.
Jenelle Brangwin

Kangaroo Valley property of the month
This
is aisgreat
family
homehome
on over
acre
of
This
a great
family
onone
over
one
relaxed
country
gardens
with
a
lovely
country
acre of relaxed country gardens with a
atmosphere.
There isatmosphere.
also a cute separate
lovely country
Thereselfis
contained studio and craftsman’s workshop.

also a cute separate self contained
over $495,000
studio andOffers
craftsman’s
workshop.
Offers
over
Lindy
Ross & Assoc
Ph44651404
$495,000
Lindy Rosswww.kvre.com.au
& Assoc
Ph44651404

k
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We have experienced lots of enquiry over the past month … with lots of inspections and
lots of expressions of interest! Always nice to experience when you are in real estate!
We are running a couple of major advertising campaigns in Sydney at the moment,
bringing in good new enquiry which we have been able to flow on to other properties as
well. Penni continues to dazzle both customers and clients with her service, achieving
great results for both. She is a great asset to the business, and its lovely having
someone around so dedicated to matching properties with people - she will no doubt go
far in the industry.
Recent sales in Kangaroo Valley have included two houses in the
village, a vacant 5 acre block, with expressions of interest on a further four properties –
watch this space next month!

“What do you think my property is worth?”
Obviously a question we are asked often! … and one with many, many answers! The thing is, nobody really knows
what your property is worth until it is put to the market by an experienced agent, and a sale negotiated. (I can see you all
holding your head saying “I hate it when agents tell me that!).
We can give you some recent sales which are relatively close in comparison (but we all know there are no two properties
alike in Kangaroo Valley). We can try to estimate the market value on a simple “land plus cost of improvement” equation –
after taking into consideration any depreciation because of age that is – but we all know that many sales in Kangaroo
Valley bear no resemblance to the “land plus improvement” equation … they can sell for well under justifiable value (eg 4
b/r 2 bath house on 5 acres with inground swimming pool for $630,000, when vacant 5 acre blocks are on the market for
just under $600,000) or well over (eg 4 b/r 2 bath house on 5 acres for $1.25 million!).
A registered valuation can be sought, as an independent assessment (and I have done this for myself just lately … to
reassure myself that I wasn’t undervaluing my Mum and Dad’s place) … however this can’t always be counted on either..
Take one registered valuation for $625,000 (before renovations), house listed (after reno) hoping to achieve higher than
this (my gut feeling here was $500 -$525K .. but who was I to argue with a registered valuer?). After many months of
heartache, and an unsuccessful auction later, it eventually sold for $505,000. Second scenario .. registered valuation of
$880,000 … ended up being auctioned unsuccessfully and selling for $670,000!
So, guess what? Your place is worth what somebody is prepared to pay for it (after an experienced agent has
successfully marketed it and skillfully negotiated the highest possible price). And who are we to say what that is until it
happens!
While it is very easy for an agent to obtain a listing by putting an exceptionally high value on a property, there is much less
heartache if owners sit down with an agent and look honestly at past sales ….. look honestly at “land plus improvements”
… look honestly at whether there is any likelihood the property may achieve well above past sales. If a property is likely
to achieve a premium, then it is best to be actively marketed in Sydney – possibly without a price. If property is unlikely to
be in this arena, it is vital that it is keenly priced to attract interest in the early stages. We are in a buyers market – and
our buyers are well informed. They will obtain past sales off the internet – they will want justification of the price in more
terms than one.
The price is the last thing to consider when listing your property - choose the agent who can negotiate the best price for
you - then work with them to work out the rest of the details – you will be assured of the best result for you!

Presentation is Paramount!
When selling a property, it is obvious that presentation is important. It is often recommended that homes be
decluttered, and some agents even go to the extent of hiring stylish furniture to present a property at its
best. For rural or lifestyle properties, the same principles apply to the yard, garden and paddocks. Buyers
(particularly Sydney buyers looking for a weekender property) like to see a well maintained yard and garden.
If the grounds of the property look untidy, they will think it is too hard to maintain! Before listing your
property for sale, take an unbiased look at how the grounds look – do they frame the house? Is there are
welcoming entrance? First impressions do count, and for a rural property, the first impression is often the
driveway and gardens.

SOLD!

SOLD!

SOLD!

SOLD!

SOLD!

… selling more property in Kangaroo Valley than any other agent!

www.kvre.com.au

165 Main Road

Ph 44651404
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For those of you out there who turned to
this column for Easter service times, I
apologise.
To say that day-to-day life can become
hectic is an understatement.
It was one of those “I thought you were doing
it”.
“Oh did you, I thought you were doing it”
scenarios.
Subsequently, no-one did it.
I was enjoying a two-week break in Tasmania
and only realised the omission on returning
home at the end of March, by then, of course,
the Voice had been sent to the printers.
Unfortunate, but as Christians we know that we
are not perfect, just forgiven.
I am reminded of a beautiful chorus that
contains the words “There is no condemnation
for those in Christ Jesus”.
How true, if God forgives me I can forgive
myself and move on.
My mind keeps saying however, that it could
have been any other month but Easter!
To church matters…
Church of the Good Shepherd
The assistant minister, Graham Castles and his
family are presently on holidays.
We wish them a time of physical, emotional
and spiritual refreshment.
Our service times are Sundays are 8.30 am and
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10.00 am. All welcome.
If you are new to our church please introduce
yourself so that we can get to know you.

"The Da Vinci Code" Forum
The film "The Da Vinci Code" will be released
at the Roxy Theatre in May 2006, Kel Willis
will run a couple of sessions in Nowra:
Monday 8th May 2006 7.30 pm at Nowra
Baptist Church. –
This is specifically for CHRISTIANS.
This will strengthen us in our knowledge of the
trustworthiness of the scriptures, the truth of
Jesus, and will help us to refute the inaccuracies
of the story.
And it will help equip Christians with ideas on
how to practically use the opportunity of The
Da Vinci Code film with non-Christian friends.
Also, it will allow people to meet and hear Kel
and be able to confidently invite friends to the
evangelistic seminar to be held on the 13th
June, after they have seen the movie (or read
the book, or are just caught up in the hype)
Tuesday 13th June 7.30 pm Nowra School of
Arts – Public forum – Kel Willis will lead
discussion along the following lines: Do the
facts represented in Dan Brown’s novel "The
Da Vinci Code" affect the way people feel
about the Church and traditional religion?
Do the claims about Jesus and Mary
Magdalene, secret religious documents and the
history of the New Testament offer another

prescribed medications should call 000
immediately.
Influenza is easy to catch in crowded areas and
Well!
confined spaces.
It is a highly contagious respiratory illness
April has seen a marked increase in our
spread from person to person through droplets
workload with thirty six cases being
when infected persons cough or sneeze.
attended to so far.
Unfortunately this is not due to the increase in Symptoms include fever and chills, cough,
body aches and pains, fatigue and headaches.
tourist activity, as most of our work has been
Anyone with underlying medical conditions,
local individuals.
especially children and the elderly should see
To date our work has ranged from falls,
lacerations, arm injuries including fractures and their local doctor to get a flu shot.
Prevention is better than the cure.
dislocations, Chest Pains and breathing
problems, eye injuries, asthma, bee stings and a People who get the flu are advised to rest from
couple of accidents on the mountains, altered
level of consciousness after a fall and me being
sent to Bawley Point as supervisor for the fires
that were threatening the town.
Just a reminder that our hours of operation at
the Kangaroo Valley Ambulance Station are
from 8 am till 4 pm every day.
Outside of these times we are available on call
in Kangaroo Valley with the Ambulance.
We are available 24 hours a day so please do
not hesitate to call if you feel you need an
Ambulance.
The message is simple – dial 000, wait with the
patient, provide first aid if you can, and let the
professional Paramedics handle your
emergency.

Ambulance call

WINTER FLU ADVICE
Everyone in the community can prepare for
winter by immunising against influenza.
Conditions such as asthma, chest infections and
the flu which are often more common in winter
can cause symptoms such as shortness of
breath.
People who present with severe shortness of
breath or asthma that is unresponsive to
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Human interest stories,
news and happenings from
our Kangaroo Valley
churches
Compiled by Linda Chittick
version of Christianity?
This is a great gospel opportunity to invite
people to, where they will hear the truth about
Jesus in a lively, friendly and non-threatening
way.

CONFIRMATION SERVICE
A confirmation service will be held at St
Luke’s, Berry on Sunday, 7th May at 9.30 am.

WELCOME BACK DAVID
As a church family we are delighted to
welcome back David Nelson from his recent 12
month trip to Zambia.
David was working for a Christian organisation
MMM, Mobile Mission Ministries.
Many of you will have read his emails in this
column.
David is now settled back into home life, back
at work and enjoying his Mum’s cooking.
David gave a presentation on his time in
Zambia in church on Sunday with photographs.
The one photograph that stood out in my mind
was a plate of fish and one watery looking
vegetable, this was lunch every day.
Good on you David, I couldn’t have done it!
work or school, which also helps to stop the
spread of the disease.
Anyone who continues to feel unwell should
consult his or her local doctor for further
advice.
Just to remind people, Dr Flynn has changed
his hours from 1 pm to 3 pm
on Friday afternoons.
We would like to ask that people don’t start
arriving before 12.45 as the building is cleaned
between 12 and 12.45.
Dr Flynn would also like to remind people the
he has Flu injections available, which are free
to people over the age of 65.
Scott Styles
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of his muscles had simply disappeared from
lack of use.
He had discovered an ancient Chinese practice
known as Tao-Yinn or Do-In.
This is the continuation of the
wanderings of Robin Godson King and A self administered practice which if done
how he found his way to the Valley and regularly greatly increases the body’s chi or life
force.
a his special way of life.
John had attributed his miraculous recovery to
After two years in the wilds of Far North
his regular practice of Do-In.
Queensland I felt that a layer of assumed
Although it was a brief visit we had exchanged
persona which no longer served me had been
ideas hopefully of equal value as the last time I
shed.
saw him about a year later he was living in
This transformation had been partly influenced
northern NSW in a banana shed with no
by my exposure to some remarkable people,
running water, open fire, snakes etc. and was in
one of whom was my yoga teacher John.
very good health.
Our mutual interests included Yoga swimming
I continued to practice Do-In and ran a few Dofasting and painting.
In workshops.
My ex-wife and I used to hang out with him at
After starting my own massage school in 1985,
his yoga studio/house in Sydney and prior to
I adapted a version of it for practitioner use and
my leaving to travel north John had opened a
incorporated it into the massage courses.
small art Gallery.
I have used the principals of Do-In on my
It was some months later when I received the
massage clients since commencing practice in
very distressing news.
1980 right up to the present time.
A man had entered John’s art Gallery and after
The second remarkable person who had a big
ranting and raving had pulled out a knife and
influence on me was Vi an aboriginal woman
proceeded to stab John over and over.
who lived on the Atherton Tablelands.
John ran for his life out of the Gallery and
I was delivering a large tin of honey to her one
down the street holding his guts from spilling
day and only with great difficulty and a great
out with his hands while being pursued by his
deal of pain managed to lift it out of my van.
enraged attacker.
Vi noticed my difficulty and asked me with
He ran into a florist’s shop where he managed
such a caring voice “are you hurting dearie?”
to shut the door on his attacker and then
I told her that I had a long term back problem
collapsed on the floor having been stabbed 17
and that I also had a lot of chest pain, to which
times.
Vi simply replied “we’ll send you some healing
The fact that he survived this attack is perhaps a
tonight”.
testament to his yogic skills or maybe he was
I didn’t think much about it at the time except
just very lucky.
that she was a very caring lady.
I contacted John and arranged for him to fly up
After finishing work I started the trip home
and stay with me to recuperate.
which was indeed a “trip” involving a variety of
He didn’t stay long as my shack had a dirt floor
“roads”, bitumen, a bone jarring dirt road, a
no running water an open fire for cooking and
winding sandy track through the trees, across
there were snakes.
rocky creek beds then park the van.
It was not the nurturing healing environment
Then it was clothes off, wade through the river
John needed as his wounds still required
holding the “shopping” up to keep it dry and
dressing changes.
finally home.
However before he left he told me that because
This all took some time and dinner generally
he had been unconscious for three months most

involved lighting the outside fire to cook,
ideally getting finished before it got dark, as the
kerosene lamp attracted numerous flying
insects.
After completing all this and sitting quietly I
became aware of a feeling rather like a mild
electrical sensation in my body.
It was as though the part of me that was hurting
was being melted or washed away, certainly a
pleasant feeling and my body felt very
comfortable afterwards.
I then remembered what Vi had said to me
earlier.
Some days later when walking up the hill
behind my shack I discovered a clump of large
rocks that formed a narrow archway.
It was a warm sunny day it looked inviting so I
went inside.
At first I sat for a while then I lay down and fell
asleep.
I dreamt that I was lying on the ground in the
archway when suddenly a torrent of water came
rushing through the archway and also through
me as though I wasn’t solid.
There was no feeling of danger; it felt more like
a cleansing as though a rush of light was
pouring through me.
I woke feeling energized and somewhat
surprised at how dry everything was and I was
left with a feeling of lightness.
Since that time I have felt increasingly
connected to this vast ancient land.
Looking back at that time and at what these two
people brought to me I can now see clearly
what a significant role they played in my
preparation as a facilitator for healing, and how
they influenced the direction I would be taking.
John’s gift to me was a confirmation of the
power of Traditional Chinese Medicine.
Vi’s gift was really my initiation into subtle or
spiritual healing and ancient wisdom.
At the time I took these and other events for
granted but with the benefit of hindsight I am
now immensely grateful for the gifts that I was
given by these two people and how they helped
to prepare me for what was to follow.

….and another man’s lifetime of stories

specialised in drama and outdoor pursuits.
While living and working in the Illawarra, he
brought children to Chakola, a highlight of their
year.
John has been a seal-swim guide in the Abel
Tasman National Park over the past four years.
It's ideal work for him, being adventurous, zany
and fun, and in the natural world, with the
chance to present and sing, to bring the wider
culture of the area memorably alive for his
guests.
He lives in the Motueka Valley with Margo and
their Labrador, in a magic garden they have
created.
With offspring not far away and emerging
grandchildren, the storyteller in him feels the
wonder of this: "Three generations."
John is dedicated to his craft, and believes in
the power of story:
Seek adventure, find home

One man’s journey

John Crick grew up in Australia.
Life was enriched in the bush and by mountain
travel.
Storytelling is his chosen art-form and he has
been story-maker, story-teller for many years.
His stories are like "plays, poems, songs,"
strongly character-driven, playful, rich in
humour and the rhythms of speech, created to
be told and sung.
Themes are explored from Australia, Scotland
(the ancestor-place) and NZ, where John now
lives.
Bush songs, yarns and tall-tales of boyhood are
a powerful influence, which shows in such tales
as "Yerranderie Dreams," "Bubbles Remind
Me of Stan," and "Icarus Flies Again."
John's knowledge and love of the NZ bush and
coast is worked into his puppet presentation of
"ECO ROCK."

News stories please to
kvvoice@shoal.net.au

Here, a mountain sings, rare birds come to
life ,an extinct Giant Penguin sings the blues
and a rumbling Grandfather Tree, creaking
and near to collapse, mentors the eager
seedlings near him in the lore of the forest.
The show is zany, full of humour, but wellresearched first.
John feels a link with Scotland, from whence
many of his ancestors came in the goldrush
days.
All knowing of this was lost and the need to
overcome the sense of fracture has been a
powerful incentive for John in his work.
As traveller and story-maker, the challenge
has been to re-create a feeling of connection
and flow.
So we have "Going to Glasgow," "Ceilidh
Farewell," "Eagle of The Crag," "McLeod
Sails the Ocean."
This exploration is an on-going adventure,
and gift; a link with the bard energy of old.
As schoolteacher for 20 years, John

Editors note.
Arrangements are being completed to bring
John Crick to Kangaroo Valley, in August for a
season of stories,.
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ANZAC Day—2006

Above: Song masters Lance Brown and Julie
Norris led the choral work on ANZAC Day
after again performing splendidly the previous
night in the ANZAC concert at the Valley Club.
Right: A portion of the record attendance at
Kangaroo Valley’s special service.
Left: Here comes the parade
Below: Gordon Douglas back in
his role as Master of ceremonies

Above the Colour party leads the parade.
Below the returned servicemen and women on
parade led by Keith Englesman.

Even the youngest citizens are part of the
ANZAC day activities in the Valley.
Our children and young adults march, recite,
sing, they are flag bearers, monitors and bugler
Photographs of ANZAC Day in this issue
are by Larraine Hahlos.
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KangarooValley
Garden
Group
After our very dry and hot summer, the
Garden Group visited Paul and Alison’s
Banksia Park for a tour around their
750 tree olive grove.
The warmer weather meant that the olives
had ripened earlier than expected, but both
Paul and Alison generously took time off
from their picking to show us around and
answer all our questions about types of
olives, diseases, pests and how to gather
the fruit.
Their main variety of olive is the Manzanilla –
apparently considered to be a dual-purpose tree
with fruit that is good for oil and also for
pickling.
Olive trees do well in poorer soil, don’t like to
have wet feet and love a mulch of chicken
manure.
Kangaroo Valley Olive Oil is “liquid gold” and

Kangaroo Tales
(Continued from page 11)

inspection, and was nowhere to be seen when
real estate agent and client arrived.
Wandering through the house, the prospective
buyer was keen to check out every nook and
cranny, including cupboards and drawers.
In the master bedroom they walked straight
over to the built in robes – energetically opened
the doors and who should be in their amongst
the clothes, looking very sheepish, but a very
bashful owner!
Another group of four young women were
seeking a property with their top priority being
a creek with a swimming hole.
Lindy inspected a couple of properties with
them, but the creeks weren’t up to their
standard.
On arrival at a property at Barrengarry, the
party was trekking along the watercourse, rockhopping while looking for a swimming hole,
when Lindy realised she was talking to
herself…she had lost them!
A splash reassured her and she discovered the
nature lovers ….naked in the sought after deep
water hole.
There is also of course “Little Scotland” in
Battys Road Upper River.
The eccentric Prince Fergus and Princess
Lillian declared Little Scotland a principality in
the 1970’s. ( Joy Batty, who lived next door at
the time can tell you the rest of the story!.)
Lindy has been involved in the sale of this same
property three times since the heady days of self
styled royalty, but maybe the Valley
occasionally needs colourful eccentrics, for
good stories.
However it will also always be a place to relax,
to heal and to enjoy the undoubted natural
beauty - and for Lindy a home where she has
found contentment and friendship.
Lindy, thank you for sharing with us.

we were able to conduct a taste test afterwards
and purchase the last few bottles of the 2005
season.
Don’t worry, the 2006 season should be
available in early May.
Many of us jumped at the chance to offer to be

pickers for the next season and others helped
with this early one.
Thank you to both Alison and Paul for the
very informative morning – we all went
home and worked on our own trees.

Federal $3.3 million pledged for
Shoalhaven Multi purpose centre
provides expanded facilities and opportunities
for a broad range of cultural events.”
Mrs Gash congratulated the local community
for working together to access Regional
Partnerships program funding.
“This is the culmination of a long planning and
development process,” Mrs Gash said.
“The likes of Alan Baptist and Greg Watson at
Shoalhaven City Council have worked overtime
to bring this project to life.
“I would particularly like to thank the
Shoalhaven Area Consultative Committee for
helping to bring this project to fruition,” she
Mrs Gash said Australian Government funds
would help Shoalhaven City Council construct said.
Mrs Gash said the Regional Partnerships
a theatrette, install retractable seating in the
program continued to deliver benefits to
conference area, fit out a commercial kitchen
and cover other construction costs which form Gilmore community and would continue to
do so well into the future, not only from
part of the three storey, 1,000 square metre,
program funding, but from the higher levels
multi-purpose centre.
of economic activity and improved social
“The Shoalhaven Multipurpose Cultural and
amenity which the program was generating.
Convention Centre will offer state-of-the-art
Communities should contact their local Area
productions, comfortable modern furnishing
and full stage production facilities for use by up Consultative Committee* if they wish to seek
funding through the Regional Partnerships
to 45,000 attendees,” Mrs Gash said.
program.
“The Regional Partnerships project also

The Australian Government has
produced the shot in the arm needed to
take the Shoalhaven multi-purpose
centre off the drawing board and into
the construction phase.
In Nowra recently, Prime Minister John
Howard and Federal Member for Gilmore,
Joanna Gash, announced Regional
Partnerships program funding of
$3,300,000 to help build a multi-purpose
cultural and convention centre in Nowra.

For Valley Voice advertising
Please call
44 651 756
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Kangaroo Valley — Remexio Partnership

Don Bosco
Scholarships for
Remexio
Don Bosco was the founding father of The
Salesian Society; he was born to a poor
family in Becchi, Italy in 1815. He was
ordained a priest in Turin in 1841. His early
work brought him into contact with
abandoned street children and youth in the
prison system.
The industrial revolution was bringing large
numbers of young men to the cities seeking
employment, Don Bosco saw the exploitation
of these poor and vulnerable people, working in
substandard and often dangerous conditions in
workshops and factories. He became a mentor,
eventually succeeded in setting up boarding
houses and then training schools and devoted
himself to supporting and educating the
underprivileged youth of society.
Don Bosco espoused certain principles, that
teachers should be father, advisor and friend,
that punishment should be avoided, to gain love
before inspiring fear. He felt that God’s grace
helped him achieve in young people, a true
sense of duty and appreciation for virtue. He
tried to cultivate an appreciation of music
believing it to be a powerful and refining
influence and he strongly believed in the
importance of play in children. The Salesian
Society was formed in 1854 when the
foundation stone of the ‘Basilica of Mary Help
of Christians’ was laid. Don Bosco died in
1888. He was beatified in 1929 and canonized
in 1934. Today there are more than 18,000
Salesians working in 95 countries and the same
number of Salesian Sisters working in 69
countries around the world. They continue Don
Bosco’s work in supporting underprivileged
children and youth in poor communities.
When I visited the Don Bosco College in Dili,
East Timor, I saw images of Don Bosco’s
gentle face adorning many walls; his calm and
supportive philosophies seem to pervade the
campus. The College provides training courses
and accommodation to young Timorese men
who have completed high school. Much of the
Timorese population is widely dispersed across
the mountainous little country and many people
live in remote communities. Often people from
such villages, who do not have relatives in Dili,
are very reluctant to leave to seek education or
employment.
This is where the Don Bosco College truly
offers great opportunities for those needing
support and a home away from home. The
Brothers understand how important family is to
Timorese people and they try to create a family
atmosphere on the campus. They provide a
secure and compassionate environment, at the
same time requiring discipline and commitment

to the structured program. The trade courses
are designed around theory and practical
experience, the students learn safe work
practices and organizational skills, business
studies in accounting and bookkeeping. They
wear comfortable uniforms and strong, safe
work boots. The daily timetable is quite
demanding, starting at 7.30am and finishing at
5pm, with a healthy lunch at midday. The
courses run for ten months, the students have
Sunday off each week. The students graduate
with a certificate of Apprenticeship in their
chosen trade, electrical, carpentry-construction,
welding or auto-mechanics.

courses are uncertain as East Timor still has
enormous problems with poverty and
unemployment. Our hope and indeed our
expectation is, that East Timor’s economy will
improve and these men will have significantly
improved opportunities with not only their
qualifications, but the experience and
confidence gained whilst being educated and
nurtured at the Don Bosco College in Dili.
Brother Adriano who heads the campus, has
observed that shy young men from the villages
at first are very tentative and quiet. He says
with the Don Bosco nurturing approach to
campus life, they soon settle, make friends and
he sees their self-esteem and confidence grow
from week to week. The campus becomes a big
supportive family.
The KVRP sees this heightened confidence and
self esteem as advantageous in displaying to
other youth in Remexio, the advantages of
leaving home to obtain apprenticeships and
qualifications. We believe the village people
will value the personal growth under-taken by
Jeremias and Diamantino, it will encourage
families to have confidence in allowing their
children to study and live in Dili where they
experience a wider world and meet people from
all over East Timor.
Our group now looks forward to the next intake
of lads to the courses. We also thank the many
people in Kangaroo Valley who have made
donations to support this project. Around US
Jeremias and Diamentino
$200 pays for the 10-month course including
at the Don Bosco College in Dili
accommodation, a US$22 fee covers work
boots and uniforms. We will gratefully accept
The Kangaroo Valley-Remexio Partnership
further donations for this project which we
group is currently sponsoring two young men
envisage running for many years. The full
from Remexio who are now half way through
scholarship cost is not required by donors, a
their courses at the Don Bosco College.
donation of any size will be welcomed and be
Jeremias Mendonca has taken the carpentrypooled for future students participation. We are
construction course and Diamantino da Costa is currently looking at sponsoring students in
doing the electrician’s course. Employment
teacher training, which happily will include
opportunities for them after they complete their young women.
Louise Morgan

SELBY’S EARTHMOVING
“Your Local
Earthmoving
Contractor”

COMPETITIVE RATES
COMPETENT OPERATORS
FREE QUOTES & FRIENDLY
ADVICE

4WD Backhoe –with augers (300 mm, 450mm, 600mm)
Bobcat with trencher and augers
Bulldozers
Excavators
Tip Truck (sand, soil & gravel supplies)
Excavator Bulldozer

Phone David or Sharon on 4465 1186 or 0428 429 398
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The Friendly Inn Hotel
…. the heart and soul of Kangaroo Valley

Bistro open
seven days
Lunch 12-late
Dinner 6-late
Kids under 12
Eat free on
Wednesdays

Mother’s Day
14th May at the
Friendly Inn
Lunch and Dinner
Roast of the day
Sweets and coffee
$25
Mums will receive a
complimentary glass of
champagne and also
chocolates.

Watch the
blackboard
for details
Bookings would be appreciated
of our live
as we have limited seating.
entertainment

Fox sports -TAB
Sky Channel

Membership draw on
Thursdays Win $$$$$

Always on tap at the Members 15% discount
Friendly Inn
on lunches
We welcome and appreciate your patronage of the Friendly Inn

The Friendly Inn Hotel
…. the heart and soul of Kangaroo Valley

158 Moss Vale Road Kangaroo Valley
Telephone 4465 1355 Fax 4465 1440
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Iodine
by Rosemary Stanton
been encouraging the population to eat less salt
because of its proven adverse effects on blood
pressure.
Some blame the low salt message for the rise in
iodine deficiency in Australia, but it's not valid.
Firstly, 85% of our salt intake comes from
processed foods and virtually no processed
Australian foods have ever used iodised salt.
Tasmania has had problems with low iodine
Secondly, few people follow the guideline to
levels in the past since the mountainous terrain reduce salt and highly salted sauces and
and heavy rainfall has led to low iodine levels
prepared foods has caused a dramatic rise in salt
in soil and hence in foods.
intake in Australia.
The problem of low iodine levels is now rearing Tasmanian bakeries have been running a
its head in other parts of Australia – mainly
voluntary pilot trial using iodised salt in bread,
New South Wales, Victoria and South
and the early results on iodine status among
Australia. The groups most likely to be
children are good. Such a move nationally
affected are children and pregnant women.
could increase iodine intake without pushing
In each study done to date, children with the
higher salt consumption.
highest consumption of dairy products have the Australian food authorities are looking at
lowest incidence of mild deficiency.
making it mandatory to use iodised salt in a
Although milk itself is a good source of iodine, staple food such as bread.
the use of iodine-containing cleansers in dairies
Too much iodine?
once left traces of iodine in milk. This, plus the
iodine present naturally, was more than enough Excess iodine can result in an enlargement of
the thyroid gland and may affect the production
to prevent iodine deficiency. The cleansers
of thyroid hormones. Anyone with iodine
now used don't contain iodine.
deficiency is particularly susceptible to
How much?
enlargement of the thyroid if they are suddenly
Iodine is measured from a urine sample, but
exposed to large quantities of iodine.
excretion varies from day to day, so a single
In general, iodine intake of up to 1000 mcg/day
measurement is not conclusive for an
is well tolerated by most people.
individual. In studies, researchers use a large
Vegetables of the Brassica family (broccoli,
enough sample of people to iron out the effects cabbage, cauliflower) contain goitrogens which
of day-to-day fluctuations.
can interfere with the absorption of iodine.
The recommended daily intake (RDI) of iodine Cooking largely inactivates goitrogens and it is
is currently 150 micrograms a day for males
unlikely that anyone could eat enough raw
over the age of 12 and 120 mcg for boys aged
Brassica vegetables to interfere with iodine
8-11 and all females over the age of 8. During absorption.
pregnancy, the Australian RDI is 150 mcg,
Supplements
rising to 170 mcg during lactation.
Some obstetricians routinely recommend that
Where to find iodine
pregnant women (except for those with preThe best natural sources are seafood (fish,
existing thyroid problems) should take a daily
molluscs and crustaceans) and dairy products.
Smaller amounts are found in eggs, vegetables,
fruits (especially citrus fruits), cereals and nuts
(especially cashews). Seaweeds are particularly
rich in iodine and the current popularity for
sushi and nori rolls has the potential to
contribute valuable quantities of iodine.
If you eat fish twice a week, there is no need to
be concerned about getting enough iodine.
Iodised salt or supplements are also potential
sources, but sea salt and other 'natural' salts
contain virtually no iodine.

Over a lifetime, we need about one
teaspoonful of iodine to keep the thyroid
gland functioning normally. But many
people don't get even this small quantity of
iodine and iodine deficiency is a
devastating problem for 740 million people
throughout the world.

Iodised salt
In many countries, including China, the
mandated use of iodised salt has dramatically
reduced the incidence of iodine deficiency.
Iodised salt is produced by spraying salt
crystals with an iodine solution as they move
along a conveyer belt. The uptake is not always
even and levels vary between 25 and 65 mcg/
gram. It has the great advantage of being
cheap, and iodising all edible salt would cost
less than 10 cents/person/year.
Recommendations promoting iodised salt tend
to rub nutritionists the wrong way, as they have

supplement of 100 mcg of iodine. One tablet is
useful, but doubling the dose is inadvisable.
Iodine-induced goitres and hypothyroidism
have occurred in infants born to women who
took large doses of iodine during pregnancy
Multi-level marketing companies and Internet
supplement sellers recommend iodine
supplements for those who are overweight.
They wrongly assume that iodine will
"stimulate the thyroid gland and speed up
metabolic rate". In fact, too much iodine can
have the opposite effect and depress the activity
of the thyroid gland.
Kelp tablets were once sold as good sources of
iodine, but since the kelp used was
contaminated with heavy metals, these products
are not longer available.

The take home message
Iodine is a nutrient that needs much more
attention in Australia, especially for the most
vulnerable groups – pregnant and lactating
women and infants. The best food sources are
seafood and dairy products, but mandated use
of iodised salt mandatory in a staple food
product, such as bread, is likely in the near
future.
Long term, Australia should look carefully at
ensuring soils contain adequate amounts of
iodine so that levels of iodine in vegetables,
fruits, cereals and other crops could increase.
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Kangaroo Valley 4465 1996
Berry
4464 2800

www.kangaroovalleyharcourts.com.au

The market still seems mixed.
Supply and demand of houses
Inquiry remains strong with
on the market in town is keeping
Easter and the school holidays
prices conservative, however
bringing thousands of people to
small acreages are holding their
the Valley. A majority of the
price well.
inquiry is very general as many
Six properties are on the verge of
people discover Kangaroo Valley
going through and each has set
for the first time and instantly
a new record for their category.
fall in love with its
Then again we make a habit of
breathtaking scenery.
setting records at Harcourts.
The idea to make the “Tree
change” seems good at the
Sandra Knight
time, however not all can
How privileged are we?
achieve their dreams
New to our team is the bright
immediately.
and vivacious Sandra Knight.
Potential property owners vary
Known very well throughout the
in their readiness to buy, we
community for her work at
keep everybody’s details as
eventually the right time comes Scots College, the pre school
and one of those energetic
and with our extensive
database of buyers built up over cyclist, “women on wheels” or
the years we have literally
thousands of buyers waiting
for the right property and the
right time.

Market Review

Accommodation
With more than a hundred
properties to fill over the
holidays, the accommodation
phones and emails have been in
melt down. All sorts of budgets,
all sorts of properties, all sorts of
requirements. We are always
looking for more properties to fill
our data base of past guests.
If you have a property that you
have been giving consideration to
holiday accommodation, give
Kerry our experienced
Property Manager a call to

discuss the safe-guards we put
in place and how we achieve
such high occupancy rates.
Buy first or sell

Once the decision is made to
relocate, whether within the
W.O.W. Sandra takes over
same local area, or across the
from Rachel as our office
other side of the country, the
administrator so next time your next decision is
in town please drop in and say whether to sell before buying a
hello.
new property.
There is no straight forward
Harcourts Baby
answer to this quandary but
Rachel is understandingly very there are several questions to
excited about the impending
consider before deciding what is
birth of her first baby and for
best for you or your family.
all of you who have been
Look out for our newsletter in
enquiring in regards to when
the mail next week for a full
the big day is happening; mid
overview of what to consider and
July is the day of our first
seven questions you should ask
Harcourts baby.
yourself.
Rachel has decided to work less
Kangaroo Valley Harcourts
as the big day nears but there
your leader in
is still a few weeks for any of
Kangaroo Valley Real Estate
you
wish her

wanting to
well.
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the Berry Mountain Fire.
winds and the fact that they kept changing
By this time there were 10 tankers in attendance direction.
and 3 group officers.
Putting in a back burn consumes time and
The winds had slowed so it was doing a lot of
manpower and it was not 100% certain that the
fire would still take that tack.
During the last period the Brigade and nothing for the most.
However, the crew on Valley 2 worked
Another idea was to get a crew of 8 together
members have been quite busy with the
extremely hard for a long period on a steep with hand tools and walk the southern edge
car boot/garage sale on the Easter
slope in heavy smoke stopping a flank of the felling trees, blacking out and containing the
weekend, some members starting the C.
fire from reaching a property and getting fire on that side.
A.B.A. training, the annual general
into a heavy fuel loaded gully.
That would then lock in the two flanks but we
meeting (AGM) and our callout duties. Good job guys on Valley 2.
still had no access to the head of the fire.
Eventually a time came that no more could be
I lost all my other three crew to this hand tool
Callouts: we have attended 6.
done because of the location of the fire.
team and as three cat 9 tankers arrived with no
(DAY 1) Our first call came at 11.54 am on
A debrief was done on site and 6 crews were
crew leaders I was given the job of crew
April 5 for Kangaroo Valley and Beaumont
asked to be made available the next day.
leading the two of the cat 9 crews to the
Brigades to respond to 1245 Wattamolla Rd
All crews returned to their respective stations at southern and part of the eastern side to black
Kangaroo Valley.
6.53 pm except for Beaumont who had the un- out any hot spots.
On arrival at the station we were told that a
enviable task of the night patrolling.
The hand tool team worked hard and
property owner had a hazard reduction burn that After cleaning our gear, restocking the tankers
obtained their objectives.
had got away when high winds hit the Valley at charging radios etc. we headed home around 8
However at the end of the day not as much
about 11.00 am.
pm.
was achieved as would be liked due to the
The property owner tried to contain the fire
What was a fire that started in our area quickly
weather conditions.
however as the size was growing and winds
turned and headed into Beaumont’s area of
Valley crew returned to station at around 5.30
getting stronger he call 000 for assistance.
responsibility.
pm. Today’s crew were Kangaroo Valley 1,
A crew of three in Valley 1 headed out as did a Tankers and crews that attended today were
Beaumont 2, Cambewarra 7, Cudmirra 2,
crew of six from Beaumont.
Kangaroo Valley 1 and 2. Beaumont 2.
Tomerong 2, Broughton Vale 9, Illaroo Rd 9,
From our direction we were able to see the fire Cambewarra 1 and 7. Illaroo Rd 1. Shoalhaven Falls Creek 9, Deputy Group 3, Group 1 and
as we approached, not on Wattamolla Road but Heads 2. Broughton Vale 2. Tabourie 2. Falls
Deputy Group 1.
Kangaroo Valley Road opposite Wattamolla
Creek1. Group 1, Deputy Group 1 and Deputy Originally it was decided that no night crews
Road, and after a bit of maneuvering made our Group 3.
were required as there was little fire activity
way onto the property and our initial FUN
So much for our first C.A.B.A. training night,
that may cause a problem.
began.
oh well next week.
However at around 8 pm Kangaroo Valley was
Beaumont brigade from their direction were
asked to supply two members to do a night
unable to see the fire and turned right into
(DAY –NIGHT 2) April 6
patrol.
Wattamolla Rd (as per the pager message).
Kangaroo Valley 1 with a crew of four met up These two did 2 hourly patrols that took around
We (KV) got into a spot of bother in regards with three other heavy tankers and three light
an hour to complete covering from two km’s up
to a wombat hole and had to quickly
tankers at 8.00 at the Beaumont Station for a
Berry Mountain to the end of Keogh’s Road
abandon the tanker
briefing on our projected out come for the day. using the Broughton Vale Cat 9 light tanker.
that was listing more than the titanic.
The fire had by now burnt out around 50
All was quiet during these patrols but a strong
We called up Beaumont and gave them the
hectares of land.
wind change at 3.30 am was sending embers
proper address so they turned around and came Our tasks was to determine if a back burn
high and far and so was watched for a while to
to our assistance at the fire.
should be used to contain the fire or to try to
ensure safe.
In the mean time we were able to secure the
attack it ahead of expected fire conditions of 21 Last patrol was completed at 6.30 am with next
tanker and, with the assistance of the property
degrees (quiet cool) but with 70 kph wind gusts to no wind and very little fire activity.
owner and a tractor, retrieved the tanker from
(not cool).
(DAY 3) April 7.
what was a very precarious position.
After an initial briefing and some checks by
Again Kangaroo Valley committed two crew
We were then able to get through paddocks
Deputy Group 3 and discussions with the crew members to today’s activity.
(unfortunately having to cut through a fence in leaders from each tanker it was decided that a
Starting at around 9.45 am and going through to
the process) to the point of origin of the fire but back-burn was not the way to go due to the
(Continued on page 24)
it was too far gone and with a tail wind was
racing up Berry Mountain.
We did as much securing of that section of the
fire before relocating.
Beaumont was relocated to the top of the
(Established 1897)
Mountain to try to locate the head.
More resources were called in, with most of the
crews in hurry up and wait mode as the fire was
now in inaccessible terrain.
Kangaroo Valley also had Valley 2 responded
at 1.20 pm with a crew of 6.
Our group officers were unavailable to attend
until later so a group officer from group 3 was
responded. Deputy group 3 then took control of
the fire and the fire became known as the Berry
Mountain fire.
More resources were called in, and no sooner
had Cambewarra 1 and 7 tankers arrive on
31 Moss Street, NOWRA, NSW 2541
scene that a fire was reported in their area, 3
Km’s from their station.
Telephone: (02) 4421 7688
So Illaroo Rd and Shoalhaven Heads responded
Incorporating the practices of
to that fire.
After they finished there they were also sent to
Alan C. Peters. Phelps & Brown and LFJ Norman

KVRFS update

A.P.Sparke & Broad
Solicitors & Attorneys

OBJECTIVE, INDEPENDENT
ADVICE FOR ALL YOUR
LEGAL MATTERS
Contact: Philip Broad
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KVRFS update
(Continued from page 23)

4.15 pm.
Today saw crews doing mainly patrolling an
un-active fire perimeter.
Today’s crews came from Kangaroo Valley and
Illaroo Rd.
(DAY 4) April 8
No crews required today as the fire was not at
all active, however a flare up occurred at
around 5.30 pm that required attendance by
Deputy Group 1, the Kangaroo Valley Captain
and a member from Beaumont. Beaumont
Brigade patrolled the fire at times during the
night.
(DAY 5) April 9.
Our Captain went out this morning with Deputy
Group 1 to patrol the fire perimeter.
All was OK at that time.
At 4.32 pm Kangaroo Valley, Beaumont and
Cambewarra were again called to the Berry
Mountain fire by Deputy Group 1.
On arrival a decision was made to attack the
fire and put an end to it.
The fire had come close enough to the road that
by using 2 lines of hose, each around 150
metres in length, we could clean up both
existing edges.
So acting like mountain goats crews went about
the job, with Beaumont doing the water shuttle
and Cambewarra 7 doing an amazing job of
driving half way up the side of the mountain in

Valley Guide
to eating out
Thai

Jing Jo
44 651 314

Mediterranean

Café Bella
44 651 660

Modern Australian
Source at Kangaroo
44 651 969

Value—service and
a good choice
it’s all here in
Kangaroo Valley.
So much to do, you wont
want to leave

the bush.
Axes were used to split burning logs, knap sack
sprayers being used to extinguish logs too far
away for the hoses.
After a hard slog we returned to the station at
around 8.30 pm.
(DAY 6) April 10.
The fire has officially been declared as out.
The second call came at 8.20 pm on April eight
for Beaumont and Kangaroo Valley to respond
to bush alight on Kangaroo Valley Rd.
Six crew from Kangaroo Valley attended in
Valley 1 and met up with the Beaumont’s
tanker and crew.
As it happened it was just another flare up of
the continuing Berry Mountain fire just as you
start to climb the Mountain.
A surprise to us as earlier in the day you would
have though that the fire was nearly all
extinguished.
Deputy Group 1 also arrived on scene after
diverting from a false alarm of a house fire at
Shoalhaven Heads.
The brigade’s third call came in the middle of
the Berry Mountain fire on Sunday nine April
at 2.44 pm when we were called to a smoke
sighting on Bendeela Road near the corner of
Moss Vale Road.
We located the smoke that was coming from a
Cedar Springs Road address.
It was no more than a local resident safely
burning a small pile of rubbish.
We returned to station at 3.20 pm.
Our fourth call came at 2.34 pm on Friday 14
April for Kangaroo Valley and Beaumont to an
MVA on Moss Vale Road, Cambewarra
Mountain on the Valley side.
Valley 1 arrived with three crew members to a
minor accident that involved a gentleman
attempting to change gears but found the brakes
instead.
He stopped on a dime and two motorcyclists
traveling behind ran into him with both falling
to the ground.
No serious injuries, Kangaroo Valley
Ambulance on scene, Beaumont Fire Brigade
called off on route.
Back in station at 3.30 pm.
The fifth call was via the Captain on Sunday 16
April at 6.30 pm to a tree alight at a Wattamolla
Road address.
A property owner doing some burning had a
fire enter the root system of an old and large
gum tree.
Two crew members attended and using 6000
litres of water had no success in putting out the
fire which had traveled up an inside the trees
hollows.
It was left for nature to take its course.
Back in station, cold and very wet at around
8.30 pm.
The next call came at 10.12 pm on Sunday 16
April for Kangaroo Valley, Beaumont and
Broughton Vale to respond top a possible house
fire at an address on Moss Vale Road,
Kangaroo Valley.
A crew of three was on scene within 5 minutes
of the pager message to find a small fire in a
wall cavity that had been started by a faulty
combustion heater.
With Keith Nelson assessing the fire the other
two crew had establish two hose lines and were

Page 24
inside in quick time.
The fibro wall was pulled down and water used
to cool and extinguish the small fire.
By this time other crew had arrived on scene in
their private vehicles and assisted the original
crew.
Beaumont and Broughton Vale were called off
on route.
A quick response and knockdown prevented
serious damage.
Deputy group 1 also attended.
Returned to station at around 11.45 pm after
doing clean up and overhaul to hang and dry
hoses.
Car boot/Garage sale:
When thanking people it is very easy to leave
people out which can sometimes offend so I
will be general in thanks, but those people
know who they are.
I wish to thank all those members who helped
prior to-during-after the event.
Also thank you to all those who donated goods
for the brigade to on sell, also to those who
attended by setting up a stall and most
importantly to the people who came and
supported us by being buyers.
Thanks also to local businesses that gave items
for use in the chocolate wheel that was expertly
looked after by Tanya Roach and Midge
Hebbes.
The brigade raised close to $4000.
All of which all will go directly to help fund the
equipment needed for C.A.B.A.
For me and the helpers it was a fair bit of work
to organize, however it was enjoyable and
rewarding for the brigade.
C.A.B.A. Training:
Has begun with our two theory nights held at
the Cambewarra Rural Fire Station.
We had nine members from Kangaroo Valley
and six from Cambewarra Brigades in
attendance for the theory sessions.
The practical sessions are on Sunday the 30th
April and Saturday 5th May at the training
centre on Albatross Rd.
We have nine members who will do the
practical sessions, also two from Beaumont, our
closest neighbors and our first back up brigade.
Cambewarra brigade also have seven members
for the practical sessions.
Kangaroo Valley should receive the C.A.B.A.
equipment soon.
A.G.M.
Was held at the station on Monday fourth of
April.
The AGM was conducted by Tim Carroll
(Education/Safety Officer, Shoalhaven Rural
Fire District), Bob Johnson (Shoalhaven Group
1 Officer), Phil Patterson (Shoalhaven Deputy
Group 1 Officer) all of whom gave a short talk
on the Shoalhaven year and their roles within
the RFS.
We were told (as we were all aware) that it has
been a relatively quiet fire season as far as
major fires.
The Shoalhaven has received a fair amount of
rain fall and quite high humidity making for
perfect growing of vegetation which become
higher fuel loadings during the next summer, so
be glad for the weather but aware of the future
(Continued on page 30)
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Reminder
For all club members

Special General Meeting
at the club
9 am
Saturday May 13, 2006
Your presence is vital for the future of the club
Important decisions have to be made
Please be early

The doors will be closed at 9am
Trading Hours

Friday
·
Croquet: ph 4465-1608 for time.
Casual gear.
·
Meat raffle: Tickets from 7.15pm;
draw starts 8.00pm.
12.00noon - 9.00pm
·
Members’ Badge Draw 8.00 pm.
12.00noon - 9.00pm
Saturday
12.00noon - 10.00pm Monday
·
Social Bowls: 1.30pm. Casual
12.00noon ·
Bingo 6.00pm.
gear.
Tuesday
Sunday
12.00noon - 8.30pm
·
Social Bowls 1.30pm.
·
Barefoot Bowls: 1.00pm.
Croquet: ph 4465-1608 for time.
Variation to trading hours is at the ·
·
Petanque: 3.00pm.
Casual gear.
discretion of staff or the duty director.
Is gambling a problem for you?
·
Trivia Competition 7.30pm.
ATM: Cash regularly available - for
·
Members’ Badge Draw 8.00pm
Call G Line (NSW) Counselling Services
members & and patrons during
Thursday
on 1 800 633 635.
trading hours.
·
Croquet: ph 4465-1608 for
ACTIVITIES
Kangaroo Valley Bowling & Recreation
time. Casual gear
Tuesday – Sunday
Club Limited (A.B.N. 84 584 252 182)
Monday
Tuesday
9.00pm
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
10.00pm
Sunday

4.30pm - 8.30pm
12.00noon -

Yummy Court
CHINESE RESTAURANT
Dine in / take away: ph 4465-1231
Lunch 12.00 – 2.30pm: $6 light lunch
or full menu.
Dinner from 5.00pm.
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The Sports Report
Compiled by Kate Rutherford
Friday
A Grade - David Rosa
R/u - Bernie Godzik
The Kangaroo Valley Golf Club once again B Grade - Ray Michelsons
successfully staged its annual Men’s Open
R/u - Mark Blake
Championship on the 31st March / 1st April . NTP 6th - Ken Puckeridge
A good size field played in great conditions for NTP 17th - Steve Allen
the title of the KV Open Champion for 2006 .
Straight Drive - Chris Treuen
Showing steady nerves 2005 Champion Peter
Long Drive - Roger Muller
Hughes took out the title for the second
Saturday
successive year with a 1 point margin over
A Grade - Brett Morris
Chris Pugh in R/u - David Cochrane
the 36 hole
B Grade - Peter Hughes
Stableford
R/u - Chris Pugh
event.
NTP 6th - David Rosa
Full results
NTP 17th - David Cochrane
for The Open Straight Drive - Peter Barley
were.
Long Drive - Ray Michelsons
Open
The Golf Club would like to thank Harry,
Champion - Richard and all the staff at the Country Club for
Peter
its assistance in making this event so popular .
Hughes
Rod Ashbolt for his continued support . Binda
R/u - Chris
Burra Cottages, Craftsman Golf and the
Pugh
Country Club for their sponsorship and Chris
3rd - Mark
Truen for his 'work' at the Friday night dinner.
Blake
The 3 Putter

Successful title defence

Touch footy teams

Blind Toucan

Hindman’s Heroes

ANJON PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
MINI DINGO DIGGER HIRE
MOBILE LOG SPLITTING
JOHN MCKINLEY
KANGAROO V ALLEY
MOBILE - 0428 610 508
A.H. - 4465 1181
FAX - 4465 1904

* MOBILE LOG SPLITTING
* CHAINSAW OPERATING
* LAWN MOWING
* FIREWOOD SUPPLIES
* 4 IN 1 BUCKET
* TRENCHING
* POST HOLE BORING
* SOIL LEVELLING
* POLY PIPE LAYING
* ROTARY HOEING
* STUMP GRINDING
* ANGLE BLADE
* RUBBISH REMOVAL

DIFFICULT & CONFINED AREAS 1.1 MTR ACCESS

Blind Toucan

Rebbeck Kitchens

Valley Tourist attractions and activities
Cellar Door tastings
by appointment
Yarrawa Estate
44 651 165

Canoeing
Kayaking Hire
Kangaroo Valley
Safaris
44 651 502

The Man from
Kangaroo Valley
Horse riding
44 651 912
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Men’s bowls Major Fours final

On the last end ‘Jingles needed to win by two
shots to draw the game and in the final
measuring managed to snatch the two points to
push it further to a play-off end.
‘Jingles ‘ seemed to be the only one out of the
eight players to have the ‘kitty’ truly in his
sights and won the game by a shot.
The other semi-final between Adam, Kevin,
Nathan J, and Dave jnr. against Col, Frank,
Darryl and Ken was more of a one-sided affair
with ‘Adam’s Avengers’ winning convincingly.
The final between ‘Adam’s Avengers’ and
‘Jingles’ Juggernaut’ proved to be a torrid
encounter with the lead exchanging constantly.
It was only on the final end play by Adam
which proved the difference and gave them the
victory
The pennant’s sides have had a good year
winning the first four games and just being
edged out in the ensuing encounters.
The game of bowls is always the true winner
with all competitors giving their best and letting
lady luck decide the results.
The sides play their final game of the season
away at Berry who are the run-away leaders of
the competition and the valley boys hope to
steal some thunder and drive back home with
winning grins.

The time of the year has arrived where
the bowlers within the club have the
opportunity to battle against one
another pushing their skills and luck to
the limit to determine the club
champions in the various events.
On the
last
weekend
in April
the Major
Fours
event was
staged;
where
each
team has
four
members
and each
player
uses only
two
bowls per
end with
a total of
twentyone ends.

Phil (‘Jingles’), Frank, Nathan K, and Len
played Geoff (‘Tige’), Jack, Lance and Ken
(‘Skip’) in the first semi-final.
The game’s scoring went a point at a time for
most of the day with ‘Tige’ and his boys just
sneaking in front with a couple of ends to go.

Remember ‘barefoot’ and informal
bowls is always available at the club to
anyone for only $5 –
from noon onwards – great for
birthdays and families –
just ring the club it’s easy and fun.
The Bias One

Champions: Adam Rigney, Kevin Bascombe, Nathan Jones, David Rebbeck Jnr

Mother’s Day May 14.
Join us for a great day out

* Enjoy a great drink at the KVBRC
with stunning views of the Valley
* Chinese and Malaysian cuisine
* Lawn Bowls
* Croquet
* Family friendly
* Barefoot Bowling
Marshall Rd: at the Mount Scanzi turn off
Trivia competition—$100 prize—Tuesday nights—7-30 pm
Information for members and guests.
Information for members and guests

ATM at the Club:
Cash is regularly available
during all club trading hours.
Barefoot bowls: Sundays from 11 am.
Only $5 Includes equipment and green hire

Get in the picture!. Austar Sports Channels on the big 2 metre screen.
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Them what whispers down the well,
About the goods they ‘ave to sell,
Will not make as many dollars,
As thems wot climbs up trees an’ ‘ ollers.

Eccles Electrical
Ph 44651037
email: quoll@austarnet.com.au
*All Electrical jobs including- domestic and commercial
*Refrigeration/Air-con

*Plus Pump Repairs
~Emergency Service Available~

The Village Green Nursery

Paul Obern Arborist Services

Est 1988

Qualified Tree Surgeon with 10 years Experience

Pot Plant to Paddock—We cater for all! Tubestock, Windbreaks, Hedging,
Fruit, Seedlings, Natives and Exotics

Wollemi Pines available now!!!
Open 7 days
Ph/fax 44 651 533 Janet or Darren
for helpful service and advice“ council carpark” Kangaroo Valley

Tree Reductions, Section Felling, Felling, Dead Wooding, Fire
Reduction Clearing, Thinning, Mulching, Dangerous Trees
Removed – all sizes

Call Paul Tel: 02 44651391 or Mobile No. 0403 610 236
Free quotes—Competitive Prices Kangaroo Valley Area

For all your electrical, data & telephone requirements

Phone: 4422 3588

MAINTENANCE SOLUTIONS
Your solution to mechanical & property maintenance needs!
Quality workmanship by a qualified tradesman
Break-down and after hours service available
Call Simon Shine on 4465 2328 Kangaroo Valley ABN: 60 198 426 162

KANGAROO VALLEY
PLUMBING SERVICES

Lee Dale:
Tel 0405 224043
Licence No: 158073C
24 hours—7 Days Emergency Service
15 years experience
Same day
hot water system replacement

Mobile 0427 442 004

DRYDEN PLUMBING SERVICES
Plumber, Drainer & Gasfitter
Obligation-free Quotes-24 Hour Service
Call Mark or Margo
Phone 44651503 Mobile 0413 99 1080
Lic. No. 11234
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MIKE & CATHY GORMAN
! !!! Electrical Installations – Home/Business
! !!! Smoke detectors, Surge protectors, Safety switches
! !!! Garden and Entertainment lighting

Mobile: 0427651540
Phone/Fax: 44651540
1005 Wattamolla Rd Wattamolla, 2535
Lic No. 46822C
ABN 76 031 101 072

Robin Godson-King D.R.M. A.T.M.S.
Holistic Massage Therapist since 1980.
Ph; 02 4465 1462 Mob; 0431 940 659

PRIVATE HOME NURSING
New Home Care Service Provider
by Registered Nurse
Services include: at home personal care,
dressings, respite care.

Contact Kate on 0410 342 443
(Referral by GP required)

Local Weeding & Gardening Service
Require a hand around the house,
in the garden or paddock?
Flat Rate of $25/hour
Call the reliable local service provider
on 0410 342 443

Ian McLean
Phone/Fax 4464 3267
Mobile 0427 643 267

Kangaroo Valley Security
Regular and casual patrols of
properties and premises
Alarm responses – Security signage
Static guarding
Sales of alarms and associated equipment
Fully licensed security operative servicing the Valley
Ph 44 651 659 Mob: 042 865 1659
Master Licence No: 407376632

Computer Problems
contact Wayne at
Computer Solutions
Solve all your pc computer problems
call 44652435 or mobile 0404362817
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So he sends his Mom an email:
"Dear Momma, I'm not saying that you took the
(Continued from page 7)
sugar bowl from my house, and I'm not saying
(Continued from page 24)
the two interact, she starts to wonder if there is that you didn't take it.
resulting from these conditions.
more between Gerry and his roommate than
But the fact remains that it has been missing
Shoalhaven crews were sent intra and interstate meets the eye.
ever since you were here for dinner.
to assist with various campaign fires such as,
Reading his Mom's thoughts, Gerry volunteers, Love, Gerry
Gippsland (Vic) Grampians (Vic) Wedding
"I know what you must be thinking, but I assure Several days later, Gerry receives an email
Mountain and Boorowa (NSW).
you, Mama, Maria and I are just roommates." response from his Momma.
All positions then became vacant and members About a week later, Maria comes to Gerry
"My son, I'm not saying that you do sleep with
had to be nominated prior to the meeting or
saying, "Ever since your mother came to
Maria, and I'm not saying that you do not sleep
from the floor at the meeting.
dinner, I've been unable to find the silver sugar with her.
Secret ballot was then held to decide the
bowl.
But the fact remains that if she was sleeping in
positions.
You don't suppose she took it, do you?"
her own bed, she would have found the sugar
The members elected were;
Well, I doubt it, but I'll e-mail her, just to be
bowl by now.
sure."
Love, Momma
Captain/President:
Bill (BC) Chittick (5th term)
Senior Deputy Captain:
Letters to the Editor
brochure in advance of a study they say will not
David (Dusty) Smart (5th Term)
(Continued
from
page
4)
be complete till June this year.
Deputy Captains:
Brown clearly had no influence on his political The glossy brochure says that community
Norm Luscombe, Ken Hansen, Keith Nelson,
master in obtaining answers.
consultation and approval is required before
Neil Breeze, Craig Winter
This is clearly a Labor “fait accompli” .
accessing the aquifer water.
Secretary: Lorraine Mairinger
The
decision
is
already
made
to
suck
billions
of
However the Government can approve its own
Treasurer: Barbara Woodney
litres
of
water
out
of
our
aquifer
whenever
the
extraction of the water under planning laws, and
Training Officer: Neil Breeze
Government wants to.
the Community Consultation has no power in
Maintenance Officers: Mark Bourke
Labor’s
glossy
brochure
puts
a
figure
on
the
the consent.
Station Maintenance: Rick Saur
capacity of 15 billion litres, even though none
Labor is trying to have it both ways to save
Public Relations: Craig Winter
of
the
scientific
information
they
say
they
have
Matt Brown’s job.
Catering: Phil (Jingles) Chittick
obtained from their Sydney Catchment
On the one hand they say this is a “potential”
Permit Officers: Bill Chittick, Keith Nelson
Kangaloon bore-field is published in the glossy water source, whilst on the other telling
document.
Sydneysiders and concerned Kangaroo Valley
Thank you to those who nominated or were
Neither do they produce any evidence for
residents that the Kangaloon aquifer is a reason
nominated and congratulations to those who
Government
claims
that
farm
bores,
springs
and
why we should believe they wont raise the
took up the positions
groundwater will not be affected by using the
Tallowa Dam wall, or go ahead with
These positions are taken on with a certain
aquifer.
desalination.
amount of extra volunteer duties as well as all
In fact, they admit some groundwater declines It just doesn’t add up, and it’s time we had
these members being volunteer fire fighters.
will occur, but say they are minimal, with no
some answers from Matt Brown on this issue.
evidence
or
quantification
given.
Craig Winter for KVVRFB
Labor makes misleading claims in the glossy
Peta Seaton

KVRFS update

A humourous solution

Them what whispers down the well,
About the goods they ‘ave to sell,
Will not make as many dollars,
As thems wot climbs up trees an’ ‘ ollers.

Miss Shelleys
Flower Shop
P.O. Box 187 Berry 2535

bh.02 4465 1597 mob. 0422 687 854
Innovative, Creative, Original and Traditional
Flowering Hours 8.30 am - 5.30 pm

Interior / Exterior
Design, Colour & Decoration
Commercial, Hospitality,
Residential
Phone: 02 4422 5035
Mobile: 0419 279 883

www.denovoconcepts.com
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Claim the date!
Saturday June 3
The Song Company KV Hall 7.30 pm
Saturday June 10
Special General Meeting Valley Club
Pre School Winter Dance KV Hall
Sunday June 11
Rock Wallaby youth festival
Sunday June 25
ANU Chamber Orchestra The Scots College
Friday to Sunday September 8-10
KV Folk Festival
Saturday, November 4
"Emily Cottage" Open Garden.
Tuesday July 4
“Ellie Royal day” Operation Challenge
April 22-24, 2007
Arts in the Valley

Page 31

Wot’s on in the Valley
Special events May 2006
Wednesday May 3 and 4
KV Golf Club Women’s Open
Sunday May 7
Ellie Royal benefit night Café Bella 6-30 pm
Saturday May 13
Special General Meeting. The Valley Club 9 am
Saturday May 20
Film Night, Upper River Hall from 6-30 pm

Organisations
are invited to use this page to claim the date
for any events they are planning, so as to avoid doubling up
and clashes with other groups.

Monthly events
KV Rural Fire Service meeting – 7.30 pm – Fire Shed – Bill Chittick 4465 1242
Senior Citizen’s Meeting - 10.15 am – Kangaroo Valley Bowling Club.
Environment Group – 6 pm – The Ambulance Community Complex –
Peter Stanton 4465 1688
Mon (3rd)
A & H Meeting – 7.30 pm - K.V. Hall – Betty Allan 4465 1154
Historical Society – 1 pm – Pioneer Farm – Gerry Garrett 4465 1419.
Pioneer Settlement Trust - 10.30 am - Pioneer Park - Elaine Apperley 4465 2026
Tues (1st)
CWA 10 am to 12, 12 Speaker, 12.30 pm Combined Luncheon,
1 pm to 2.15 pm Meeting
Tues (2nd) Pre School Meeting
Mon (1st)
Mon (2nd)
Mon (2nd)

Wed (4th)

Pioneer Farm working bee 10 am to 2 pm Bring tools to suit your expertise

Thurs (2nd)

P. & C. Meeting – – KV School

Fri (1st)

Upper Kangaroo River Bushcare 9 to 11am near picnic area.Tess Heighes 4422 7147

Fri (2nd)

View Club Gen Meeting & Luncheon – 12 pm – Hampden Bridge Café

Brogers Creek Landcare – Andrew or Liz 4465 1482
9-11 am for Upper Kangaroo Valley Landcare, meet at Upper
Kangaroo Valley Hall Contact Tess Heighes 4422 7147
Sun (1st)
Family Friendly Contemporary Service – 9.30 am – Anglican Church 4465 1585
Family Evening Service 6-30 pm Uniting Church 4464 1034
Sun (2nd)
Communion & Traditional Service – 9.30 am – Anglican Church 4465 1585
Communion Service
9 am
Uniting Church
4464 1034
Sun (3rd to 5th) Worship Service
9 am
Uniting Church
4464 1034
Sat (last)
Sat (3rd)

Sun (last)

Fishing Club Competition day – Harold Sharman 4465 1140

Bi-weekly events
Tuesday (2nd & 4th)

Lions Club Al Fresco – 7 pm Carolyn Green 4465 1384

Thursday (1st & 3rd)

Men’s Group 7.30 pm - Bob Dunn 44651056

Friday (1st Friday)

Upper Kangaroo River Bushcare Group Les Mitchell 4465 1564

Weekly events
Mon – Fri Bus Service to Nowra and
Highlands - 4423 5990
Mon –Tues-Thurs-Fri Mass St. Joseph’s 11 am
Mon
Bingo – 7 pm KVB&RC
Mon
1-3 pm Women's Bible Study
Anglican Hall 44651585
Mon&Wed 10-12 am Women's Bible Study Anglican Residence 44651585
Mon Wed Thurs 1-3 pm Women's Care & share Anglican Hall 44651585
Mon
Mon low-mod intensity exercise
class Hall 8.45 am 4447 8332
Tues
9 am Association Croquet
Tues Men's Bowling - 1.30 pm, Casual
Contact Club 4465 1175 & leave name
Tues
10-12 & 6-8 Iyenga Yoga 44 651 364
Tues
Cuppa & kids Sunday School Hall 10am
Wed
Mass St Joseph’s 6-20 am
Wed
Tai Chi Hall 8.30 am 4447 8332
Wed
Croquet Club 9 am Valley Club
Wed
Rural Fire Service Training at Shed 6pm
Wed
6-8 pm Iyenga yoga contact 44 651364
Thurs
5 pm Golf Croquet
Exercise Class 9-15 am KV Hall
Walking group P.O. 10 am
Fri
2 pm Association Croquet
Fri
9.30 am Pilates 44651918
Sun
Bowling Club - 'Barefoot Bowls'
From 11.00 am
Sun
KV Rural Fire Service Training –
Fire Shed 9 am
Sun
Anglican Church Service 8-30 am
Sunday School 10 am
Sun
Mass - St. Joseph’s Church, 11 am
Sun
Uniting Church Worship 9 am (2nd to
5th Sun) and Worship 6.30 pm (1st)

*
The Kangaroo Valley Voice is delivered free to all house and land holders within the mountain boundaries of the Valley
*Subscription to the Voice is available at a cost of $36 per year
Our data base of addresses needs to be updated regularly so if your address is incorrect please let us know.
Please tick the appropriate box:

I AM A NEW RESIDENT
I HAVE PURCHASED PROPERTY
SUBSCRIPTION - (Cheque or Money Order only thank you)
CHANGE OR ALTER ADDRESS

Your Mailing Address:Name _________________________________________________________________
Address _______________________________________________________________________________________________Post Code__________
K.V. Voice Office:- Pioneer Farm, Kangaroo Valley 2577. Phone/facsimile (02) 4465 1521
If you wish to advertise, have a story to tell, or know of any item you feel would be of interest to our readers we would love to hear from you
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SCHOOLS & CHURCHES
EMERGENCIES
Preschool
Jacinta Powell
4465 1327
Police
13 1444 or 4421 9699
Public School
Mark McCarthy 4465 1182
Ambulance
000
P&C
Dougall Blanch 4465 1182
Poisons
13 1126
Scots College
Ian Boyle
4465 1089
Integral Energy
13 1003
Bomaderry High Marylin Henderson4421 0699
Lifeline
13 1114
Anglican Church Graham Castle
4465 1585
Fire
000
Sunday School Irene Dunn
4465 1056
SPORTS & EXERCISE
Cuppa and kids Shannon Chittick 4465 1367
Nigel Lewis
4446 0638
Catholic Church Anne Dynon
4464 1910 Tennis Club
Greg Thompson 4465 1531
Uniting Church John Brentnall
4464 1034 Cricket Club
Golf Club
John Rose
4464 2384
Canoe Club
Graeme Mounsey 4465 1597
CHARITIES & SERVICE GROUPS
Sharon Selby
4465 1186
CMR Institute
Isabel Butler
4465 1248 Pony Club
4465 1341
Lions
Tony Barnett
4465 1800 Ladies Bowling Margery Good
4465 1035
V.I.E.W. Club
Betty Allan
4465 1154 Men’s Bowling Phillip Chittick
Vinnie Winch
4465 1448
C.W.A.
Pauline Miller
4465 1712 Fishing Club
Heather Kelly
4465 1608
Amnesty Int.
Libby Turnock 4465 1357 Croquet Club
Environment
Pamela Davis
4465 2285
Wires
4862 1788

If undelivered please return to :-
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AGES & STAGES
Nursing Mothers Karen Beeston
Cubs/Scouting
Cathy Gorman
Senior Citizens
Majorie Good

4465 1098
4465 1540
4465 1341

OTHER ORGANISATIONS
Brogers Creek Landcare Andrew
4465 1482
Pioneer Farm
Elaine Apperley 4465 1306
Historical Society Gerry Garrett
4465 1419
Osborne Park/Hall J. Lenz
4465 1272
A & H Society
Betty Allan
4465 1154
K.V.Rural Fire S Bill Chittick
4465 1242
Tourist Assn
Sue Foster
4465 1165
Iyengar Yoga
Rose Andrews 4465 1364
Rock-Wallaby
Melinda Norton 4887 8256
Alcholics Anonymous Rick
4465 1113
Upr/Rvr Prog Assn D. Loneragan 4465 1364
K.V.C.A..
Tony Barnett
4465 1800
KV Garden Group Lee Sharam
4465 1756
Group Secretaries - please check & update details
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